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I arrived at Cossack, February 3rd, 1879, after a very stormy passage from Fremantle, and at 
once proceeded to collect the horses which different settlers had promised to furnish, as their contribu-
tion towards the expenses of the expedition. Having got them together, I moved on with my party to 
the DeGrey River station, which we reached on the 20th, and, this station being the actual starting point 
of our journey, we there made our final preparations and completed the packing of our stores and 
provisions, receiving much kind assistance from Mr . .Anderson. 
All was ready by the 25th, and on that day we left the DeGrey River, travelling in a North-
easterly direction to Condon, where we camped for the night. 
My party consisted of Mr. F. Hill, second in command, and of Messrs. John Campbell, James 
Carey, Matthew Forrest, and Arthur Hicks, besides the natives "Pierre" and "Dower." We had 
twenty-six horses, and rations for six months, and were bound overland for Port Darwin, Beagle Bay 
being our first destination. 
At the risk, perhaps, of being found tedious, I think it best in this narrative of my journey to . 
adhere to the diary form in which my notes were originally taken down, rather than to attempt a more 
connected and flowing description of the incidents of the way, which, although it might prove more 
attractive to the general reader, could not give, in so life-like and faithful a manner, facts and impres-
sions as they were viewed and received at the time. My diary commences on the date of our departure 
from Condon. 
F ebruary 26th, 1879.-Travelled to-day via Mulla-Mulla to Pardoo Springs, where we camped 
for the night, with good grass and plenty of water. The horses gave us very little trouble, considering 
that this is the first day they have carried the packs. Latitude 20° 8' by altitude of Canopus. 
February 27th.-Started early this morning, and, steering East, two miles brought us out of the 
grassy country which surrounded the camp. Worthless spin.if ex sand-ridges succeeded, and over country 
of this wretched description we travelled for eighteen miles before halting for the night, which we did in 
a waterless spot. We unpacked, and soon after a heavy shower of rain came on. Shifting two miles 
farther, enough water was found for the horses, and very fair feed. 
Mount Blaze bore N. 353° E. from this camp. Latitude by :meridian altitude Reg. 20° 12'. 
F ebruary 28th.-This morning I started ahead with Pierre, and rode about fourteen miles in a 
North-easterly direction, over the same kind of wretched spinifex and sandhill country. After some 
search, we discovered a creek flowing northwards, and following it down for two miles came upon a lake 
of fr~sh water about three feet deep. We returned on our tracks, five miles back, met our party, and 
guided them to the lake, which we reached after dark, the horses being very tired. Latitude of Camp, 
20° l', meridian altitude Reg. 
March 1st and 2nd, Saturda,y and Sunday.-We remained at the lake to rest the horses. 
Saturday morning we were ousy mending packsaddles, and in the afternoon Mr. Hill and I walked to the 
top of a small hill not far distant, from which we obtained a fine view of the coast ranges, and of the 
creek on which we are camped. It runs in a North-westerly direction, and we saw many large pools 
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here and there along its course, which we afterwards found to be about four feet deep. Shot a few ducks 
as we came back. On Sunday morning about 4 o'clock it began to rain very heavily, and at seven we were 
obliged to abandon our camping ground and move to a high sand-ridge about a quarter of a mile off, and 
across the creek, which by that time had swollen very considerably. The rain left off about nine. "\Ve 
were all drenched, many of our things more.or less damaged, and all the afternoon was spent in drying 
them and putting things straight. The country around is already very boggy. 
March 3rd.-Saddled up at eight o'clock and travelled E.N.E. for eight miles through spinifex to 
the coast. From the coast, steering Easterly, we passed over good grassy country, well adapted for sheep 
and cattle; but notwithstanding yesterday's torrents of rain we had some difficulty in :finding water, and 
it was not till three o'clock this afternoon that we came upon a little in some clay holes, where we 
camped, with splendid green feed for the horses. Latitude by Canopus, 19° 53'. 
March 4th.-Pierre and I started on ahead of the party this morning, and travelled E.N. Easterly 
for 16 miles over good, grassy, but waterless country. We spent some time searching for water, and at 
last found enough for one night in some clay pans, surrounded by excellent feed. This was about dinner 
time, and I sent Pierre back to meet and bring up the party, while I went on alone to see if I could :find 
any more. .After riding six miles in a North-easterly direction to the coast, I was obliged to return 
unsuccessful to the clay pans, where by this time the party was camped. I sincerely trust that I may 
have better luck to-morrow, or we shall, I fear, be obliged to retrace our steps some considerable dis-
tance. Latitude by Canopus, 19° 48'. 
March 5th.-I started with Carey this morning at :five o'clock, and took an Easterly course for 
about eight miles, which brought us to a native well, some 20 feet deep and nearly dry. We continued 
the same course for another eight miles, and thence turned towards the North for a mile or two more, 
but were obliged at last to return to the well, which we reached at two o'clock without having seen a 
drop of water, or anything but the worst description of country-spinifex and sandy desert. 
My party did not come up till after dark. There was not enough water in the well for the horses, 
but we dug it out, and, just as we :finished, it began to rain and continued to do so till ten o'clock, which 
caused us to pass a most miserable night, everything being wet and sloppy. The sky continued overcast 
and black, and I was unable to observe the Latitude. 
March 6th.-We were disappointed when morning came to :find that very little water had run into 
the well from last night's rain. I went on ahead with Dower, and about four miles from the Camp found 
another native well, and a mile or two farther on a tolerable supply of water in clay pans, and, our 
horses being rather fagged, I decided to camp and rest here for the remainder of the day. The party 
came up at ten o'clock, delighted to :find so much water and feed. 
March 7th.-I rode away from the Camp at about seven o'clock with my brother Matthew. We 
steered North-east, and after travelling five miles, sighted the sea. From this spot up and down the 
coast, and inland, as far as the eye could reach, grassy plains spread out. We rode over them for five 
miles and came to some water in clay holes, then bore E.N.E. and E. for about 10 miles, till we found a 
suitable camping ground, where the rest of the party joined us at 2 o'clock. The whole of the country 
we passed over to-day was beautifully grassed, and appeared to be well adapted for pastoral purposes; 
we saw, however, no signs of permanent water. Latitude by Canopus 19° 42'. 
March Sth.-Campbell and I left Camp at seven o'clock, and rode ahead about :fifteen miles, N.E. by 
E. and E., over country similar in character to the grass plains of yesterday. We found water in a large 
flat running N.E., and from a rise close by, saw more in the distance. The party came up at 3 o'clock in 
the afternoon, rather fagged, for the day had been most unpleasantly warm, and the flies had proved a 
· terrible source of annoyance. Last night the mosquitoes came down upon us in such swarms that we 
could get no rest, and we sat up in extreme discomfort ; I never knew mosquitoes so troublesome before. 
We organized a watch for the first time to-day, and intend to continue it nightly henceforth. Latitude 
by Canopus and Reg. 19° 40'. 
March 9th, Sunday.- Rested in Camp and read prayers. In the afternoon I climbed a high sand-
ridge, and had a good view of the country Eastward. It looked very promising both for water and feed, 
and I cannot help feeling some regret that I am unable to go straight from here to the Fitzroy, as I have 
little doubt that this good country extends all the way. What we saw towards the coast also appeared 
to be similar in character. 
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March lOth.-Travelled over level grassy plains this morning, N.E. by N., for about eight miles. 
There,were no indications of water, so I went on ahead with Hicks, following the same course for four 
miles farther, till I came in sight of a. line of trees bearing E.N.E., for which I steered, and, having 
reached it, followed it up till I found a few holes, with water enough to last us t4e night. All the 
country passed over to-day was well grassed, treeless, and remarkably level. 
March llth.-.A.t seven this morning Pierre and I rode on North to the coast, in that direction 
about 10 miles distant from the Camp. We followed its outline for six miles, and then struck out E.N.E. 
till we came to a native well with some little water in it. The country we crossed was all good, treeless 
plains with capital feed. Leaving the well we went back in search of some better water supply, and soon 
saw four natives ahead on the plain. We rode up to them, but were unable to make them understand 
what we wanted; they appeared excessively frightened, and apparently had never seen white men before. 
However, farther on, we found a little water, and, returning to the native well, discovered, not far from it, 
enough to last us three days. The party came up about four o'clock, and immediately afterwards the 
rain came down. The shower last~d an hour, and left plenty of water in the clay holes. The evening 
continued cloudy, and the mosquitoes again caused us very great annoyance and a sleepless night. 
Next day (March 12th) we remained in Camp, and dug out the well, obtaining a very fair supply 
of water. I think that in all probability this well is permanent, and as it may be useful to travellers in 
the future I have built up a pile of stones close by, at the North-westernmost point of a granite range. 
The cairn bears South from the well 14 chains, and in an Easterly direction is about 4f miles distant 
from the coast. Part of this day was spent in repairing packs, which proved very troublesome work. 
Latitude by meridian altitude C!l\Ilopus 19° 21'. 
March 13th.-Pierre again was my companion, and we travelled N.N.E. and N.E. by E., about 18 
miles altogether, till we came to a suitable Camp, where the rest of the party joined us at about four 
o'clock in the afternoon. .A.II this country was of the very :finest description. The recent rains had 
covered the last three miles of our day's march with water, and a little creek "lrith full banks runs close 
by our Camp. I shot a number of ducks, and with my rifle a large bird, which on close inspection we 
found to be a "native companion," but which in the distance we had taken for an emu. The width of its 
wings from tip to tip was :five feet, and its beak was :five inches long. Latitude meridian altitude Reg. 
19° 4'. 
March 14th.-Off again with Pierre at seven, and followed a line of ti-trees which skirted a 
spinifex rise, in a Northerly direction, and after travelling seven miles found a native well, full of water, 
which I imagine is permanent. Continuing on a couple of miles farther, we came upon a large native 
camp, which appeared to have been deserted some weeks before, but were unable to :find the water hole; 
so, as most qf our horses required rest, we returned to the well and camped, the party joining us there·at 
eleven. The mosquitoes were so bad during the night that not one of us got any sleep, and towards 
morning the torment of them was quite maddening. 
March 15th.-I made up my mind yesterday to take a flying trip inland for about 50 miles, 
provided the country proved suitable, and, accordingly, Carey, Pierre, and I started off this morning, and 
travelled in an Easterly direction about 15 miles, the :first part of the day through tolerably fair level 
country. But the weather was excessively warm, and the prospect ahead became by no means encouraging, 
so I decided to return to the Camp. During my absence Mr. Hill had been across to the coast, and found 
Cape Jaubert to bear North 345° from the Camp. West, 2f miles, was a high sandhill. 
March 16, Sunday.-Shifted to another Camp on the far side of a large clear grassy plain, and 
about 10 miles N.E. of the one we left. The party came up at 12 o'clock, and we read prayers in the 
afternoon. Latitude by Reg. 18° 55'. 
March 17th.-Started early, and following a Northerly and North-easterly course for nearly 10 
miles, we came upon a long,. low mangrove flat, running parallel to the coast. We followed this flat down 
for two or three miles to its end, and there we camped, with plenty of water close beside us, and good 
feed all around. The country we travelled over to-day was very :fine. We came across large numbers of 
natives, but they would not approach us. This evening they are watching us from some sandhills about 
two miles off,-whether with friendly intentions or not we cannot say. I went out to take bearings this 
afternoon, and had a fine view of Lagrange Bay, which must some day become the outlet of this important 
district. 
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March 18th.-The first 10 miles of our way to-day was over grassy plains covered with water, the 
consequence of recent rains. Leaving these plains we entered a dense thicket, and I went ahead a mile 
or two farther to look for water. Seven miles brought me to the coast, and I followed it until I found a little of what I sought by digging in one of the ravines-there was however hardly as much as we 
required for the horses. .A.11 the last ten miles of country we travelled to-day was very thick, but not badly grassed in places. One of the horses, "Rigg," knocked up, but we managed to bring him into Camp. We have seen nothing more of the natives. 
March 19th.-Started ahead of the party this morning with Pierre, following the coast. We found plenty of water in the deep ravines running into the sea, but the country soon became so rocky, and the 
many water courses we bad to cross so difficult, as to make travelling by no means easy to the horses. From Barn Hill we obtained a fine view of the country to the North-east, and from Cape Villaret a little fu.rther on we sighted Roebuck Bay. Level ground covered with thicket extended in every direction. Returned to the last water seen, and camped, the party coming up at 12 o'clock. Barn and Church Hills bear from camp N. 200° and 188°; and Cape Villaret N. 45 °. Mark1 tree, F 23. 
March 20th.-.A.fter riding :five miles this morning over well-grassed country, Pierre and I reached 
the Roebuck Bay station. The old well was full of sand and the old buildings burnt down, and it shows but few traces now of its former occupancy. Some four miles farther on we found water in a grassy flat, 
where the party joined us at 10 o'clock, but after unloading the horses and taking them down to drink, 
we discovered that what we had taken for fresh water was perfectly salt; more, however, happily turned 
up in a native well close by. Natives hovered round about the camp during the afternoon, but could not be induced to approach. It seems that this morning after I bad started off, thirty natives suddenly 
made their appearance, but as soon as they were observed they scampered hastily up the rocks, and looked on until the party moved away. 
The mosquitoes are so troublesome that nobody can sleep. They are something positively dreadful. Of a peculiar grey colour, they stand erect until :lilied with blood, when they generally drop dead. Their sting is very sharp-far more severe than that of the ordinary kind. 
March 21st.-Although in splendid feed the horses strayed away during the night. We got them back, however, and made a start by eight o'clock, travelling in a North-easterly direction over :fine grassy plains for about twelve miles, to a native well, where we halted at 10 o'clock. The mosquitoes again 
were pitiless ; if they get any worse, I really don't know what we shall do. 
March 22nd.-Off at 6 o'clock, and followed the line of ti-trees which here runs parallel to the 
coa.st. Ten miles of an E.N.E. course over country well grassed and lightly wooded brought us to a 
native spring and small pool, where we camped. Fresh tracks of natives were seen around, and from the 
numerous paths branching out from the spring in every direction, I am satisfied that its waters must be permanent. 
At night hordes of mosquitoes again tormented us. We left the camp and sought refuge in the bush, but our enemies resolutely followed us up. Some of the party climbed trees in desperation, but . 
even this resort proved of no avail. 
Next day, the 23rd, being Sunday, we remained in the same place all day, completely worn out by 
the want of sleep. Shifting our quarters into the swamp we at last obtained a little relief from our 
enemies, and a few hours rest. 
March 24th.-Riding for some miles over grassy plains, they became at last so boggy that we 
were obliged to avoid them. Some little distance farther on I saw the palm tree growing, for t}J.e :first 
time in my life. The presence of this tree, I am told, is a sure indication of water. After travelling 
seventeen miles we camped, and seeing a native :fire a short distance ahead, Pierre and I went up to it; 
the moment they noticed us, the natives decamped. We overtook them, however; but, totally unable to 
co=unicate with them, we returned to the Camp, where the party joined us about one o'clock. 
March 25th.-Matthew Forrest and I rode on ahead this morning, steering North across the plains, which were boggy and covered with rain water, the grass on them growing rankly to a height of 
ten feet. Eight miles travel brought us to some higher ground, well grassed and covered with timber, 
and, skirting the plains for two miles farther, we came across a native well with abundance of water. Magnificent country extends all round, and to the Eastward the great plains stretch out as far as the eye 
can reach. Capital country apparently for cattle, and no doubt sheep also would do well after it had been fed down by the larger stock. 
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March 26th.-Steering N.N.E. with Pierre over thickly-wooded, well-grassed lands1--a, ufteen mile 
ride brought us to a native well fairly supplied with water, at which the party joined us about three 
o'clock. We soon found that the well would only water half the horses; after cleaning it out, however, 
we got enough for the rema.inder, and by deepening it two or three feet a good supply might no doubt be 
obtained. We saw fine red and white-gum. timber to-day. This is the sixth night during which the 
mosquitoes have kept us in sleepless torment. Latitude of Camp, 17° 45' by meridian altitude Arcturus. 
Marked tree, F 30. 
'March 27th.-Travelled with Pierre for twenty-five miles to-day, on a North and North-easterly 
course, through country of the same description as we saw on our yesterday's route. Finding no water, 
we turned back, and, following a line a little to the South of our outward course, struck our tracks fifteen 
miles from the Camp we had left in the morning. The party had followed us up, but we failed to 
overtake them until they had reached the furthermost point of our morning's journey. We then all 
returned for five miles, and camped without water. 
Some of the horses show signs of fatigue and a disposition to knock up, which is very unfortunate, 
as we are not more than thirty miles distant from Beagle Bay. But considering their state, and being 
unable to carry any water for their use, I think it imprudent to run any risk, and shall return to Camp, 
F 30, to-morrow. We tied up the horses at night, but a heavy dew falling we loosed them again about 
12 o'clock. 
March 28th.-- Four of the horses having strayed, we put their packs on our riding nags, and 
walked for five miles, .when Carey, who had gone after the wanderers, brought them back, and we 
mounted again. 
Camp F 30 was reached about 2 o'clock, eight packs having been left fourteen miles back in the 
bush as a relief to the overtired steeds, one of which, a DeGrey horse called " Buckstone," we had been 
forced to abandon. Fifteen gallons of water were drunk at a draught by some of the poor thirsty 
animals on their arrival in Camp. 
March 29th.-Pierre and I went off in search of water, travelling N.N.W. for :fifteen miles. The 
greater part of this distance was accomplished through a very dense thicket, and as this thicket appeared 
to extend to the coast, we returned, altogether unsuccessful in our search. 
March 30th.-Having directed Carey and M. Forrest to bring in the packs which we had left 
behind on the 28th, and arranged with Mr. Hill to follow up my tracks in the event of my not returning 
at night, I rode off with Campbell, steering East for eight miles through very thick but well-grassed 
country, till we struck a small creek well provided with water and trending to the South. Two miles 
farther on another stream of running water was found. Here we rested for an hour, and then journeyed 
on in an E.N. Easterly direction, crossing the heads of a number of creeks all running to the South. The 
country looked promising, but as it was getting late, we decided to return, and, coming shortly to a creek 
with abundance of water, we camped for the night. We had no rugs with us, however, and enjoyed but 
little rest, the mosquitoes being more than usually troublesome. 
March 3lst.-Bearing W.S.W. we struck our tracks after a six mile ride, and reached water about 
10 o'clock. Here we rested till one, but the party not coming up as expected, we went on down our tracks 
till we met them. Their delay had been caused by the straying of some of the horses, and Carey and 
Pierre still remained behind in search of one that was lost. Natives had been following us up to-day, 
but we did not see them. 
April lst.- Carey and Pierre not having returned last night with the m1ssmg horse, I sent 
Campbell with rations to meet them, while with the rest of the party I continued on our yesterday's 
tracks and camped on the first creek we had found. This creek is runp.ing, and, as far as I can judge, it 
runs out on the large plain which we saw on the 25th of March, and which then was covered with water. 
Carey, Campbell, and Pierre returned at 8 o'clock in the evening with the wanderer. 
April 2nd.-Before starting onward this morning I directed Mr. Hill to take a trip to the East-
. ward with Hicks, returning to the party at night ; I also arranged that in the event of my not coming 
back they should follow on my tracks the next morning. In company with my brother I then rode 
away North, for about 10 miles, through well-grassed and thickly-wooded country. Climbing a tree, I 
was gladdened by the sight of a fine bold range to the North~east of our position, the first we had seen 
for some time. Although out of our course I decided to make for it, and reached it after a 10 mile 
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ride. We skirted the foot of this range for a short distance, and found an abundant supply of water in a creek which issued out of the hills, and from here we obtained a fine view of several other small 
ranges in the distance, as also of the coast line of King Sound. To the North we saw large native fires 
about eight miles off. This range trends away towards the South-east for about five miles, and has an 
average breadth of one mile. The country: we passed through to-day was fairly good, although very 
thick in places. 
April 3rd.-On again this morning, steering N. 340 E. for a rough hill about 10 miles distant. Before reaching our destination we crossed two large running streams which united their waters some 
two miles lower down, forming together a good-sized river, with palm trees adorning its banks. The 
view from the hill was not what we expected, so we returned to our last night's Camp, and at three 
o'clock started back along our tracks to meet the rest of the party, who were not long in making their ii,ppearance. Mr. Hill reports having travelled some eight miles to the Eastward of Camp F 37, but the 
country being poor and waterless, he had not thought it worth while to advance any farther. 
We found the ground very boggy to-day, and passed numerous springs, most of which I imagine 
are permanent. The country apparently is better adapted for cattle than for sheep. 
April 4th.-In the morning we found that three of our horses had strayed; so, sending the party 
on, I stayed behind with Carey and Dower to find them, which we did not succeed in doing until near two 
o'clock. We then followed up the tracks of the party along our yesterday's route, and after travelling 
eight miles, found them camped on the banks of a running stream, the second of those we had crossed 
the day before. The horses were in clover,-grass over their backs. This morning Mr. Hill and I 
went to the top of the range, and took a round of angles, and with the boiling apparatus ascertained its height above the level of the sea. Latitude of Camp, 17 ° 22 ', meridian altitude Arcturus and Reg. 
April 5th.-Starting ahead with Pierre, I travelled N.N.W. and N.E., for about 12 miles through 
well-grassed but waterless country, and as the prospect in front of us looked far from promising, I decided upon returning to our last night's Camp, with the intention of following up the creek to its 
source. So, on meeting the party, which was tracking us up, we all went back to Camp F 39. 
I made Beagle Bay by observation about 40 miles North-west from here. This creek, the banks 
of which are clothed with luxuriant grass from five to ten feet high, runs apparently nearly due West. 
April 6th.-This morning Carey and I set out alone, having arranged with Mr. Hill, who 
accompanied us seven miles on our road, to shift the party farther up the creek, and to follow up our 
tracks to-morrow. We traced the creek five miles West till we reached its head, and then struck out a North-westerly course, which we followed for 15 miles, passing through very good country lightly 
timbered with gum trees, acacias, and wattle. My horse "McKay" unfortunately showed signs of knocking up, which would have put us in rather a dilemma, for we were at least 15 miles from the Camp, and about 25 from Beagle Bay. However, we gave him an hour's rest before pursuing our journey. Five miles farther on, the horse gave out completely, so I decided upon leaving Carey to bring him slowly along, while I went ahead myself in the hope of :finding water before night. I walked seven 
miles, and then climbed a high tree from which I could see the coast hills about eight miles distant-a hollow lying between me and them. Here I waited for Carey, who came up with the horse before sun-down. The heat to-day was dreadfully oppressive, and scarcity of water in such a climate is anything but pleasant. 
Often I have wished that we could have been provided with camels, for horses are of little use in 
this country, the green feed making them very weak; and when it is remembered that not one of our horses could go 50 miles without water, the difficulties of our journey can be readily understood. 
The country we passed over to-day was open and well grassed. It seems strange that the grass 
should be so rank in such a waterlees region. 
Having rested the horses for an hour or two, we started on again at about seven o'clock, and, after 
travelling four miles, entered a very dense thicket, two miles beyond more open ground appearing. My horse" McKay" again gave in, so we could get no farther for a time. 
April 7th.-At half-past one this morning we were in our saddles, and after riding two miles our 
old friends the ti-trees re-appeared, palm trees also, and before long we found some water in a swampy gully. Here we let our horses drink, turned them loose, and made a pannican of tea, just as day dawned. When afternoon came round we set out, a little to the Eastward of yesterday's course, to meet the party . 
. 
We hoped in this way to have avoided the thicket we passed through last night, but unfortunately we 
came upon a worse one. I trust the party may get here early to-morrow, as they are without water, and 
the heat has been very great. 
April 8th.-Continuing to follow up our outward tracks for a couple of miles, we saw no signs of 
the party, so I left Carey behind, and went on alone, meeting them three miles farther on. They had 
made a late start yesterday, camping about eight miles back along the track. Mr. Clarkson's horse 
"Hurdle" for some time past had been showing signs of. distress, and they were obliged to leave him 
behind, which I greatly regretted, as he was a fine, large, useful animal. Turning round with the party, 
I led them into the Camp, which we reached by two o'clock, having had to walk most of the way on 
account of the weakness of our horses. Our thirst was great, and both men and beasts gratefully 
welcomed the water. 
It appears that the day before yesterday, soon after I left, a native came in, who understood 
English, and had been to Beagle Bay. The men supplied him with damper, a pipe, and a little tobacco, 
which he seemed greatly to relish. 
April 9th.-My brother and I made a start this morning for Beagle Bay. We had not travelled 
more than half-a-mile when we found it necessary to alter our course on account of a difficult mangrove 
creek. So we bore E.N.E. for a couple of miles before again attempting to cross it, which we managed 
to do at last, with some little trouble. The creek was three feet deep, and salt. Three miles farther on 
I climbed a tree and saw Beagle Bay a short distance ahead. We soon reached the sandhills. Two pearl-
ing boats were in the Bay, lying about two miles from the shore, and on the highest sandhill I made a 
fire as a signal, and discharged my rifle, but without any success in attracting the attention of the crews. 
After a time several natives came up who could speak broken English; they showed us some water, and 
we made tea, returning afterwards to the beach. The natives made several large fires to arouse the 
boatmen, but again in vain-so after writing a note, and giving it to some of the blacks to deliver, we 
set off, accompanied by five of them, for the Camp. The tide was high in the mangrove creek, which 
we were obliged to swim. Marked tree F 44. 
April lOth.-We started all together this morning, the natives taking us to the West of the 
mangroves, and although we got into boggy ground once, and had some little difficulty in getting 
through, we soon reached the shore at Beagle Bay. Other natives had joined us on the road, and we 
camped on the South side, close by the large springs of water from which the Lacepede Islands are 
supplied. I have named these springs the St. George Ord Springs, after His Excelle~cy the Governor 
of Western Australia, who took great interest in our expedition. 
April llth.-Thirty natives, who brought with them a quantity of fish, came to our Camp this 
morning, remaining all day, and at eleven o'clock Messrs. Patterson and Munro arrived from the 
pearling boats. I chartered from them the "Emma," for £10, to take me over to the Lacepede Islands, 
and at two o'clock I went on board, with the intention of starting first thing to-morrow morning. I was 
fortunate in obtaining the "Emma," as I hear that the Islands are shortly to be abandoned, and that 
the water boats no longer run across to the shore. 
April 12th.-At sunrise we sailed, and reached the Lacepede Islands by 12 o'clock. Mr. Wynne . 
kindly met me, and I gladly accepted his invitation to become his guest during my stay. Provisions 
are rather scarce, as no vessel ha.s been here for two months, but I managed to obtain · from Mr. Wynne 
and Mr. Tyrrell enough to carry me on. 
April 13th.- I remained with Mr. Wynne to-day, and was glad of the chance of having my two 
watches mended, which P.O. Newell kihdly undertook, and satisfactorily performed. 
April 14th.-Sailed for Beagle Bay at noon. 
April 15th.-Reached the Bay at 10 a.m., and landed in the afternoon. All were well, and the 
horses doing capitally. 
April 16th.- The natives tell us that there is a large lake five miles from here, and I have 
determined to go to-morrow and see it. The party were busily at work all day repairing the packs. 
April 17th.-I visited the lake-about five .miles W.S.W. from the Bay. It is a hollow, covering 
about thirty acres, with a depth of about five feet of water, out of which tall grass grows-grass standing 
at least seven feet high. The country around it is good, and there are numerous permanent springs. 
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April 18th.-I wrote my report for the Surveyor General to-day, the party being still occupied iri 
repairing the packs. 
April 19th.-One of the DeGrey horses; a very old animal, suffering from a bad sore back, was 
found dead this afternoon. This loss is serious, as our horses are now reduced to twenty-three. 
April 20th, Sunday.-We rested to-day and I read service. A boat came over in the morning 
from the pearlers, by which I despatched my report and my letters for Perth, considering myself lucky 
in obtaining an opportunity of making known our safety so far. 
April 2lst.-We finished all our repairs to-day, and propose to make an early start to-morrow. 
The natives have supplied us constantly during our stay with fish and crabs, for which, however, they 
want double value; this afternoon I gave them a quantity of flour. They had informed us on Sunday 
th.at they would give a conoboree in our honor to-night, and in the evening we went down to see it. 
'.Forty natives took part in the dance, and I presented them with tobacco in return, which seemed to 
afford them great satisfaction. 
April 22nd.-We counted fifty-three natives in our Camp this morning. I gave them a little 
more flour, and bidding them good-bye we left Beagle Bay about 10 o'clock, following back upon our 
inward tracks for five miles, to our Camp of the 10th of this month. We then continued up the gully 
for a short distance farther, and camped beside two large pools of fresh water with good grass all 
around. We were followed by several natives, some of whom informed us that they intend to accompany 
us to the Fitzroy; but this I very much doubt. 
I marked a tree F 56, 1879, at the Ord Springs, and one here, F 57. 
April 23rd.-We travelled in an Easterly direction to-day for seven miles through a well-grassed 
country to some large pools of fresh ~ater, and a little farther on we came to a swampy lagoon, about 
two chains wide and half a mile long, having five feet of water in it, which appeared to be permanent. 
The country was first class; clear open flats in places, with palms, black wattle, and cajeputs studded 
here and there. It abounds with permanent water, and stockowners will have no outlay to make on 
this score. 
Three natives who had left us yesterday again ca111e up, bringing two others with them. We 
have fourteen in Camp now altogether-rather a large number to feed; but game abounds, and they do 
not want much from our stores. 
Shod two of the horses, and marked a tree F 58. Latitude 16° 56' by meridian altitude of 
Arcturus. 
April 24th.-We continued our journey to-day E. by S. for twelve miles, passing through country 
of the same good description, and reached a large freshwater lake. It is fifteen feet deep in the centre, 
covers an area of about 200 acres, and is largely frequented by wild fowl. I have named this sheet of 
water Lake Louisa (after Lady Leake, wife of the Speaker of the Legislative Council of Western 
Australia). In the afternoon I walked all round the lake trying to shoot some ducks, but although 
there were thousands in the centre I was unable to get at them. From a high tree which I climbed, I 
obtained a fine view to the Southward, the country being apparently very similar to that passed over 
on our way .to Beagle Bay. Eleven of the natives are still with us; they speak a little broken English, 
and two of them have been Westward in one of the pearling boats. They will be useful to the pioneer 
settlers in this important district. Latitude of Camp 17° l ', meridian altitude Arcturus. 
April 25th.-After getting the horses together this morning, I found one of them so bad that I 
decided to stop here a day on the chance of his recovering. I think that he must have been bitten by a 
snake, for he has suffered very much during the last two days, and has eaten scarcely anything; being 
one of our best horses, we should feel his loss much. Four more natives came into Camp to-day, 
bringing with them a number of young ducks, which were very acceptable. There are fifteen staying 
with us altogether. 
April 26th.-Although the horse was far from well, we started off again this morning. Eight 
of the natives left us, having come (as they said) to the bounds of their own country. We took an 
Easterly course for the first three miles, but the natives told us that we should not reach water in that 
direction till night, so I let them have their own way, and they took a more Northerly line for some 
distance till they brought us to a swamp, covering an area of about 40 acres, and with about four feet of 
water in the centre, which probably dries off in the summer time. The country we passed over to-day 
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was still fin;t class, very clear and well grassed. The weather of late has been disagreeably oppressive. 
Marked a tree F 61, and found our Camp to be in Latitude 16° 56' by meridian altitude Arcturus. 
April 27th.-The horses strayed away last night, and we did not start till nine, and even then I 
had to leave Campbell and Pierre behind to follow us up with a horse that was still missing. Travelling 
four miles Eastward we came upon a splendid lake, full of water, and covering an area of about a 
hundred acres. I named it Lake Flora, after Miss Hamersley. 
The natives stopped behind here to hunt ducks, promising to follow us up shortly. They have not 
however done so yet, and as we had given them a good many things to carry-amongst others, ten pairs 
of shoes, two bottles of oil, three water cans, and my pannican-I shall be obliged to send after them if 
they do not soon make their appearance. 
Eight miles from this lake we reached the shore, about two miles South of King's Sound, near 
the mangroves. We found a native well, in which there was not enough water for the horses, but after 
some little search, we came upon a splendid spring, near which we camped; Campbell and Pierre joining 
us soon afterwards with the missing horse. The country we passed over to-day was well grassed, and 
chiefly clear. 
One of the natives turned up at dusk, but unfortunately he was the only one to whom we had not 
given anything to carry, and as he does not know a word of English, we cannot find out from him what 
has become of the others. Latitude of Camp, 16° 56' 40'', by meridian altitude Arcturus. 
April 28th.-I left instructions this morning with Mr. Hill to return for eight miles and hunt up 
the natives, who had not yet made their appearance. My brother Matthew and I then started on alone 
together, steering South-east through splendid open country, till we reached the coast, about ten miles 
from the Camp. Here we found a fine spring of fresh water in a clump of palm trees ; the tide, 
when high, flows all round it. I left a note at this spring, ordering the party to camp there to-morrow, 
and at one o'clock we went on, again steering about S.E. till we came to a smaller spring, six miles 
beyond, which had some good water in it. Three miles farther we camped for the night, without water, 
keeping watch till the moon went down. We saw several natives to-day. As soon as they caught sight 
of us they ran away for some distance, and then watched till we passed out of sight. This coast is very 
low, and generally covered with mangroves for about a mile from the sea. The country we traversed 
this afternoon was rather inferior, the grass growing so high that it becomes almost useless. It is very 
thickly wooded also. 
April 29th.-We rode on again this morning and found a native well, seven miles S.E. from our 
Camp, near the mangroves. H ere we had some dinner, and then turned back to join the party at the 
first of the two springs found yesterday. When close upon it, we struck our outward tracks, and 
ascertained that the party had passed on, so we followed them, and caught them up after a five mile ride. 
We then turned up a creek which we had seen on our outward course, and finding some surface water, 
camped there for the night. We were obliged to leave the sick horse about a mile behind, and after 
dusk I sent Campbell and Pierre back with some water; on their return Campbell reported that the 
horse would probably die before morning. The party had also lost another horse, pack and all, some 
miles back, and had never missed him until they got close into Camp, when it was nearly dark and too 
late to send. after him. Our horses are now reduced to twenty-two, and for some time to come three of 
us will have to walk. If the party had only camped at the spring, where I left a note directing them to 
do so, these disasters would not have happened. Horses will not stand long journeys in this country, 
and the greatest care in managing them is necessary. 
Another of the missing natives came up with us to-day, bringing my pannican; he .reports that 
the others are camped to the Westward. Latitude of Camp, 17° 7' 18", meridian altitude Arcturus. 
April 30th.-I went out with Campbell this morning to visit the sick horf:le, and found him 
dead-a great loss to us. He belonged to the Survey Department, and was a :first class animal. Carey 
and Pierre went to look for the one that was lost, and returned at two o'clock, having found him 
standing still, about six miles back. I also sent off the native to his brethren, in the hope that he will 
bring back the shoes. I intend to wait a day on the chance, and contrived to make the native under-
stand that we should do so. 
I named this creek we are camped upon the McKay, after Mr. McKay, of the Yule River. The 
mosquitoes are very troublesome again. 
................................................................ ~. 
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May lst.-At ten o'clock a native came into Camp, not appearing to be in the least frightened. 
We were unable, however, to make him understand a;nything at all. He ate damper readily. In the 
afternoon the native whom we sent for the missing horse-shoes returned, bringing everything with him 
except one bottle of oil, and I gave him a tomahawk according to promise. I was very glad to get the 
horse-shoes back again, as I have no doubt we shall want them. 
May 2nd.-I started the party on ahead this morning, while I remained behind with Pierre to 
search for three horses which had strayed, and which we did not find till eleven o'clock. Following 
the others up, we overtook them at the well discovered on the 29th. Two natives accompanied us to-day, 
and promise to go on with us to-morrow. Marked a tree F 66. Latitude of Camp, 17° 11' 20" by North 
and South sta;rs, Arcturus and A. Crucis. 
May 3rd.-We set of£ early this morning and travelled South for five miles_ until we reached the 
mangroves. We skirted them for three miles farther, and, turning South again, another three miles 
brought us to a good-sized river, which we followed up a little distance and then camped. The country 
to-day was good, but for the first few miles very thick and densely covered with acacia and wattle. We 
saw a boab tree to-day, about ten feet in diameter. 
I caught some small fish in the pools, and this afternoon climbed a high tree, from which I could 
see the ranges we passed on the third of April, and which bear North 252° East from this position. I 
could also see the coast line of King's Sound, and the high land marked on the charts. Marked a tree 
F 67. Latitude of Camp, 17° 18' 29", by meridian altitude Arcturus and A. Crucis. 
May 4th, Sunday.-This morning we broke Camp at seven o'clock, and travelled South-east for 
three miles to a marsh, skirting it round to its end. A mile farther we reached a salt creek, which we 
followed up a short way till we came to some fresh water pools, where we camped. We saw natives and 
numerous fires. The two natives of horse-shoe celebrity are still with us. This afternoon I shot a few 
ducks in the pool, and then mounted a rocky rise, but I could not see anything particular from it, except 
a small range to the Southward and numerous native fires. 
The country passed over to-day is well grassed, and not quite so thick as it was a short distance 
back. If it were bumt no doubt it would greatly improve. I should think it was years since a fire has 
been through it. After I reached Camp again, two natives came in, and made a great noise, being 
greatly astonished at the horses. They remained for about half an hour and then left us, intimating by 
signs that they would return in the morning. They were fine, well-made men, about forty years of age, 
and in good condition. Latitude of Camp, 17° 24' 25'', by meridian altitude Arcturus. 
May 5th.-The horses strayed away last night, and we did not get them together again until nine 
o'clock this morning. Eight natives had previously come into the Camp, and they accompanied us on 
our way. For about two miles we steered South, but the natives made us understand that by keeping 
on in that direction it would be long before we should reach water; so I instructed Mr. Hill to lead the 
party towards the South-east, following the natives' guidance, while, with Pierre, I continued for four 
miles on our previous course, until I reached an ironstone hill, from which I wished to take a round of 
angles. From the top of this hill, which I christened Mount Clarkson, I had a very extensive view of 
the surrounding country. To the Westward clear grassy plains stretched out into the distance, while to 
the South the lowlands of the Fitzroy could be seen. Columns of smoke from native fires rose up in 
every direction, and gave me the idea of a thickly populated country. Leaving the hill, we took an 
Easterly course to overtake our party, and had some little trouble in picking up their tracks, but after 
finding them and following them for a short distance, we found the party camped at the edge of a large 
sheet of brackish water, which stretched for three miles in a South-easterly direction, while to the 
N.N.E. it flowed out into the sea. The country travelled over to-day was very clear and well grassed . 
. Before sundown nine more natives came into the Camp, making altogether twenty who are now with us, 
and most of whom have never seen a white man before. 
Marked a large boab tree F 69, and ascertained that the Camp was in Latitude 17° 31' 40'' by 
meridian altitude of A. Crucis. 
May 6th.-We tried to cross the lake this morning, but after riding in for some distance it became 
so soft that we were obliged to return. So we coasted down its s:\J.ore, and at the head of it found large 
fresh water pools which are fed from some high lands at the back. We camped; and, in the afternoon, 
Hicks and I followed up the river, which here is eight chains wide and 10 feet deep-this width and 
depth being maintained as far as we traced its banks, the country on both sides clear and grassy. Along 
- - ......... ~------ -
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the edge of the lake also, and in the water, the feed was good, and I have no doubt that in summer time, 
when it has dried off, the whole of this water basin is good feeding ground for stock. Ducks are very 
numerous in both river and lake. 
The natives all left us this morning when we first set out; four of them rejoined us, however, 
after we had changed our course, and ten more, including our old friend "Tim," came up soon afterwards, 
when the first lot, not being friends with the second, filed off. 
I named this river the Fraser, after the Honorable the Commissioner of Crown Lands, and marked 
a tree F 70 at our Camp. Latitude 17° 35' 40'' by meridian altitude of Reg. and A. Crucis. 
May 7th.-Started at eight o'clock this morning, and steered S.E. through clear, open, undulating, 
grassy country. At 10 a.m. we came to a salt creek, which I fancy must run into the Fitzroy. We 
followed this creek down through grassy plains for a short distance until we came to some brackish pools, 
at which we camped, obtaining sufficient fresh water for ourselves by digging close beside them. 
From here I see the Fitzroy in the distance, not many miles ahead. 
May 8th.-W e started away to-day, all in high spirits at the prospect of reaching the river, and 
travelled two miles East until we came to what appeared to be a tributary, the pools in which were 
covered with thousands of ducks. We then bore away towards a line of trees which we saw 
clearly in the distance, crossing a splfmdid grassy plain, lightly dotted with scattered clumps of gums, 
and, before long, reached the steep banks of the magnificent Fitzroy River. At this point it was about 
four chains wide, apparently very deep, and running strong between its banks, which rose 25 feet high 
above the water level. These banks are timbered with Eucalypti of different kinds, with banksia, acacia, 
and palms, and, like the plains above them, are most splendidly grassed. The country is very similar 
to that at the DeGrey, and is well suited to any kind of stock, but more particularly to horses and cattle, 
although I feel sure that sheep would do well also. A few months ago it must have been visited by 
severe floods, for all over the plains we see the flood mark 3ft. above the level of the ground. Bearing 
N. 123 E. from here is a curious hill, which I have named Mount Anderson, after Mr. Anderson of the 
DeGrey, and, from what I can see, the river appears to come from the same direction. A strong Easterly 
wind has been blowing to-day, and in the early morning it was very cold, too cold to sleep, the 
Thermometer reading only 59. Marked a tree F 73, May 9, 1879. 
May 9th.-This morning I travelled seven miles down the river accompanied by Mr. Hill and 
Pierre. We reached the junction of the Fitzroy with the creek we had crossed yesterday, the country 
we passed over being of the same description all the way-well-grassed plains, dotted with white gum 
timber. From a high tree which I climbed, I could trace the river's course in a N.N. Westerly direction 
for about two miles; from thence it bore Easterly and Northerly. During our absence to-day, Campbell 
and Hicks went out shooting, and had very good sport. The country abounds in game-ducks, turkeys, 
and cockatoo being particularly plentiful. Those who remained in camp, also, caught an abundance of 
fish. Latitude of Camp, 17° 41' 50''. 
May lOth.-We followed up the Western bank of the river to-day for 13 miles. It is still running 
strong, and about five chains wide. The country we passed over does not seem to be so subject to floods 
as the plains of yesterday. These well-grassed fiats apparently stretch back some distance from the river 
banks, and are here, I should say, about twenty miles wide. The back country also seems to be well 
covered with feed, and the timber of a very large description. Three natives whom we saw to-day fled at 
our approach in abject terror, and hid in the long grass. The mornings are still intensely cold, and the 
weather throughout the day only moderately warm. 
l\farked a tree F 7 4, and found the Camp to be in Latitude 17 ° 52' 6 '' by meridian altitude of 
Reg. and A. Crucis. 
May 11 th, Sunday.-We followed up ,the river to-day in a South-easterly direction for about six 
miles, and camped upon an ironstone ridge which extends two miles along the bank. The country was 
of a similar description to that which we travelled yesterday but numerous gullies and blind creeks ran 
out into the plains :i,nd greatly impeded our progress, their bottoms being often very boggy and 
treacherous. At this particular point the river fiats to the South are not more than a mile wide. To the 
Eastward, large bold ranges stand out against the sky, and to the North also high land is to be seen. 
Mount Anderson bears East about eight miles. 
We are all now on allowance of rations :-lttos. flour, }lo. bacon, }oz. tea, and 3ozs. sugar per 
diem. What game we can manage to procure is of course to the good ; kangaroo are very plentiful, and 
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Dower shot one this morning. Marked tree F 75. Latitude of Camp, 17° 58' 15" by meridian altitude 
of Reg. and A. Crucis. 
. May 12th.-We continued our journey up the river and camped opposite Mount Anderson, which bears N. 25 E., and is about five miles distant. The grassy flats widened out to-day and ran back for 
about five miles on this South side. I was anxious to cross the river, and this afternoon we made a raft in the hope of being able to do so; but all our efforts were unavailing. Marked tree F 76. Latitude of Camp, 18° 2' 40'' by meridian altitude of A. Crucis. 
May 13th.-Twelve miles travel was done to-day, stiil following up the river banks-the country 
continuing grassy and clear, and well adapted for sheep or other stock; on the North side also the land 
and feed are apparently of the same description. We saw natives to-day in the distance, and they followed us until we camped, when they sat down and watched us. Their fires were seen in every direction. Marked tree F 77. 
May 14th.-We had ridden along for about six miles this morning when we came upon a party of 
natives, who joined us in our march, and a little farther on, where we chose our camping place, their 
numbers were increased. We counted twenty in the Camp, besides the women and children, who looked 
on from a distance. They are a :fine race of men these Fitzroy natives, perfectly naked, and with certain distinguishing marks, such as circumcision and the knocking out of two front teeth. This latter custom, I noticed, prevailed throughout all the tribes roaming between this and Beagle Bay. 
The country to-day was still very good, but the view I got ahead, from a high tree which I 
climbed, was not so promising. To the N.E., however, it is very clear, and the feed splendid; to the Northward also, and in a Southerly direction, good grass extends for about six miles. 
It was very cloudy to-day and we felt a few drops of rain. It is to be hoped that much will not follow, for the ground even now is very soft in places. Marked tree F 78. 
May 15th.-The horses having strayed last night, we were unable to start until 9 o'clock, when 
we continued our journey up the river. Accompanied by Pierre, I left the party soon after our start, and 
made across to a low range about five miles off our course, and bearing S.E. From this hill I was able 
to take a round of angles and to make a rough sketch of the surrounding country, which for the most part is level, small ranges cropping up at intervals. The well-grassed plains are intersected by numerous 
creeks-many of which contain permanent pools of water-and are more or less flooded during the rainy 
season. The river appears to come from the South-east, and I am in hopes that its course is Westerly for some distance further back, as in that case its head waters may be found in close proximity to those 
of the Glenelg-which cannot be very far distant-possibly with nothing more than a dividing range between them. If this prove to be the case, the many conjectures with regard to the sources of these two 
rivers will be happily set at rest. Our Camp beside the river is on high land to-night,-high land 
magnificently grassed. 
Marked tree F 79, Latitude of Camp, 17° 59' 3'' by meridian altitude of Regulus. 
May 16th.-To-day we travelled six miles farther up the river, which as yet we have been unable 
to cross, for it is both deep and running strong, though in all probability it is quite four months since 
any rain has fallen. Most likely it runs all the year round and, if so, future settlers will require boats in order to pass from bank to bank. The country we passed over to-day was level and apparently very 
much subject to floods. A few ranges and peaks appeared in the distance, but nearly all the high ground we have seen of late has been on the North side of the river. Dower shot a kangaroo this 
afternoon, and there was plenty of fish in the Camp. 
Latitude 18° 8' 3'' by meridian altitude Regulus and A. Crucis. 
May 17th.-We continued our journey up the river for thirteen miles to-day, crossing two large 
creeks on our way, which, during the rainy season, probably assume the dimensions of tolerably large 
rivers. To the Southward the good country apparently extends for some twenty miles, but it is my intention to take a flying trip out in that direction before long, in order to satisfy myself that what I see is really grass, and not spinifex. From a tree which I climbed this afternoon I had a good view of the 
country on ahead. A large range rises to the S.E. about twenty-five miles off, and I am under the impression that the river flows from that direction; a few small hills appear towards the South. 
Where we are camped to-night, the river is about 120 yards wide, still running strongly, and bamboos, cajeput, and black banksia grow thick along its banks. Marked a tree F 81, and found Camp 
to be in Latitude 18° 20' 5'' by meridian altitude Reg. and A. Crucis. 
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May 18th.-Mr. Hill, Campbell, and I swam across to the North shore of the Fitzroy this 
morning. With four water cans we made a raft, and having put clothes, instruments, and fire arms 
upon it, we pulled it after us with a fishing line. Reaching the opposite shore in safety, we made for a 
hill which lay in a N.N.-Easterly direction, and which I named Mount Abbott, out of compliment to 
Captain Abbott, of the" .A.my," whose skill and bravery had been very conspicuously displayed during a 
severe hurricane which we experienced in January on our passage up from Fremantle. I took a round of 
angles from this hill, and obtained a good view of the country. 
To the Northward and Eastward it was clear and grassy, with acacias growing on the plains, 
while to the S.E. the large range which I had first seen yesterday was plainly visible. Having finished 
our observations, we re-swam the river al).d returned to Camp. 
May 19th.-Carey and I rode off S.S.W. this morning, making for two hills, which appeared to be 
about twenty miles distant from the Camp. The first few miles of our way lay over open plains; 
afterwards well-grassed ironstone ridges appeared, and the country became generally undulating, and well 
covered with feed. We reached the hill, and I named it after my companion of the day, Mount James. 
From the top of it we had a fine view. To the Southward were several large ranges, from twenty to thirty 
miles off, the intervening country being of a poor description-ironstone ridges covered with spinifex ; 
and doubtless we had reached the boundary line in this direction of the good well-grassed lands. To the 
Eastward and South-east, however, the country appears to be better; many large ranges intersect it, one 
of them, bearing E. by N., I named the St. George range, and the highest peak of it Mount Tuckfield 
(after the Colonial Secretary of Western Australia). .A.t the foot of Mount James lies a splendid sheet 
of fresh water, covering an area of about 200.acres, its banks beautifully grassed. 
After taking a round of angles, we started back for the river, to meet the party. I had ordered 
them before I left in the morning, to move twelve miles farther up, and we shaped a course which we 
thought would enable us to hit their new Camp. After riding along for about ten miles it began to rain, 
and we soon became so entangled in boggy swamps and creeks that we found it difficult to make any 
progress. The rain continued to poU:r down steadily. At dusk we came to a camp of natives, which at 
first we hoped was our own. They did not appear to be at all frightened, and had large pieces of bark as 
covering to keep off the rain. Continuing on till it got too dark to proceed, we reluctantly determined to 
camp. We turned our horses loose and tried to make a fire, but everything was soaking wet, and we 
were unable to succeed. Neither of us had a rug, and we had nothing in the shape of food except three 
uncooked ducks which we had shot in the early part of the day. So we stood up in the rain till complete 
exhaustion forced us to lie down upon the wet ground, from which, however, we soon got up agau1, 
shivering with cold. Soon after ten, the rain ceased, and we began again to devise some method for 
getting up a fire. It suddenly occurred to me that my saddle was stuffed with dry grass, which I soon 
whipped out and used as tinder, and before long we had a fire, roasted our ducks, and made a good 
supper. After supper we lay down beside the fire and slept till daylight, notwithstanding wet and cold. 
May 20th.-.A. large turkey came to look at us in the early morning; I was -lucky enough to shoot 
him, and my shot was immediately answered by two other shots from the direction of the river. So we 
hastily saddled up and made for the point from which the sound had come, and soon came upon our 
party, all ready for a start. The weather however was so unsettled that I decided to remain in Camp for 
the day. A large supply of fish was caught, chiefly cobblers. 
May 2lst.-Last night the rain came down in torrents, and at first I was afraid that a flood might 
be the result, but after about four hours' steady downpour, during which time more than an inch of rain 
had fallen, the sky cleared off. We made a start, but found it impossible to travel _anywhere near the 
river in consequence of the water left by last night's rain. So we bore S.E. towards Mount Tuckfield, 
for about seven miles, and camped, the horses being much exhausted after toiling through the boggy 
ground. The country around was very good,-grassy 'plains with a little spinifex here and there. I 
trust it may not rain again for some time, or travelling will be rendered impossible for a while. Marked 
a tree F 85, and found Camp to be in Latitude is O 31' by meridian altitude of Arcturus. 
May 22nd.-W e went on this morning for five miles in the same direction, making for Mount 
Tuckfield, through country sandy, but well grassed, and having travelled so far together, I directed Mr. 
Hill to proceed E.N.E. for about five miles and await me there, while Pierre and I climbed Mount 
Tuckfield to make some observations. We left our horses at the foot of the hill, and commenced the 
ascent, half an hour's hard work bringing us to the summit, from which I was able to get a good view of 
the surrounding country. To the Southward, with the exception of a few broken ranges of spinifex-
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covered ironstone, it was generally level, while, to the East, the St. George ranges shut out all further 
view. They run about seven miles in a Southerly direction, and then appear to turn East, but certain 
peaked and table-topped hills prevented me from gauging their extent. I shall, however, no doubt be 
able to map them down correctly in a few days. To the North, across the Fitzroy, very high land 
appeared. I found the height of Mount Tuckfield to be , 750 feet. Descending the mountain rather 
quicker than we came up, we mounted again, and at four o'clock rejoined our party, which we found 
camped on a grassy flat at the foot of the St. George range. They had shot a fine large turkey during 
our absence. Marked a tree F 86, and found Camp to be in Latitude 18° 341 by meridian altitude of 
A. Crucis and Arcturus. 
May 23rd.-We travelled along the foot of the St. George ranges this morning for about nine 
miles, and camped on a good-sized creek, which runs into the Fitzroy. The country below the range 
consists of grassy flats and plains, with ridges of ironstone and spinifex occasionally intervening, 
numerous creeks issuing from the hills and flowing towards the river. The last two warm days have 
dried up the ground a good deal, and I hope again to reach the Fitzroy to-morrow. We have all been 
suffering from sore eyes lately,-mine have been so bad to-day that I could scarcely see. Marked tree 
F 87. Latitude of Camp 18° 32' 33'' by meridian altitude A. Crucis, Arcturus, and Vega. 
May 24th.-W e continued along the foot of the ranges for six miles. From this point they bore 
S.E.; and the Fitzroy, appearing to take a turn from the Northward, we shaped our course N.E., and, 
crossing several larze water courses with grassy flats about a mile wide along their banks, we came at 
last to a large swamp, where we camped. The swamp was surrounded with open grassy plains, and 
covered with wild fowl, of which we shot a considerable number. Fires are to be seen in every direction, 
and shortly after we halted two natives came within fifty yards of the Camp, but soon went away. A 
little before dark eleven of them came up to us and remained until dark. 
May 25th, Sunday.-Rested in Camp and read prayers. Ten natives came in this morning and 
remained with us all day, many others being occasionally visible in the distance, but apparently too 
timid to approach. The weather was very cloudy, with every appearance of rain. 
May 26th.-Steering N.E. this morning, we came to a splendid grassy plain, intersected by a large 
dry river which we had some trouble to cross. Continuing through the same kind of fine country for six 
miles more, we reached a swamp, very deep and with abundance of wild fowl, where we camped. From 
this plain in every direction magnificent level lands extend,-the best I have seen yet on the Fitzroy. 
From the Camp there is a fine view of the St. George ranges; I also see a high hill to the N.E. and a 
low wooded range to the Eastward. Shot a number of ducks. Marked tree F 90. 
May 2'7th.-It was cloudy last night, and light showers fell; this morning also there is every 
appearance of rain. I started the party off in a North-easterly direction, taking a more Northerly course 
myself with Pierre. After riding a mile we struck the Fitzroy, which was still running strong, and was 
about ten chains wide. I was much surprised to find that nearly 200 miles from the coast it was still 
such a size. We left the river and struck across to meet the party, afterwards travelling with them for 
about twelve miles through grassy flats to a sandstone hill which I named Mount Campbell, after John 
Campbell, a member of the expedition. Leaving this hill we bore N.E. for a short distance, till we came 
to a small creek with pools of fresh water in it, where we camped. 
From Mount Campbell this afternoon, I took a round of angles. To the Southward were low 
broken ranges, and to the Northward high ones ; the country · to the East being clear, level, and 
grassy, while to the South spinifex covered the broken hills. Marked a tree F 91. Latitude of Camp, · 
18° 16' 40" by meridian altitude A. Crucis. 
May 28th.-Steering North this morning we came to a swamp filled with permanent water, and 
covered with wild fowl, at which place we shot a large number of ducks. Six miles farther on we crossed 
a river ten chains wide, an affluent of the Fitzroy, and running towards the N.E. Three miles more 
brought us again to the main stream, and following it up for a short distance we came to another large 
affluent, running strong and rather difficult to cross. Having successfully passed over it, we camped at 
the junction of this river with the Fitzroy. The country was good and level, studded with white gums 
and acacias. 
This afternoon I took a walk up the Fitzroy with Mr. Hill and Campbell; half a mile from the 
Camp a sandstone range, from which the river issued, barred our further progress. We attempted to 
follow up the gorge, but the hills became so rough and rugged, and the ravines so deep, that walking 
was impossible, and we were obliged to return. The range forms high cliffs on both sides of the river, 
which here is at least ten chains wide and very deep. The Eastern range I have named Oscar Range, 
after King Oscar of Sweden. I intend remaining here for a few days, with the object of exploring the 
country to the Eastward for a practical route through this rough range. 
Found latitude of Camp to be 18° 3' 12'' by meridian altitude of Arcturus. 
May 29th.-After some trouble we managed to cross the Fitzroy this morning, the water coming 
up to our saddle flaps. I instructed Mr. Hill to follow up the West bank as far as he could, and to see 
whether he could discover a road through the range. In the meantime I re-crossed the river myself, and 
with Hicks and Pierre proceeded up the afiluent at the junction of which with the main body of the 
Fitzroy we are camped. This stream was coming from the South-east, and after following it up for 
three miles we came to a spot where it forked out, one branch running away to the Fitzroy on a more 
Westerly course than the one we had traced. This branch was the same we crossed yesterday on the 
way to our present Camp. 
I now struck out towards the East for ten miles, then South for a few miles more, till I reached 
some sandstone hills, and from the top of one of these I obtained a view of the country round, and was 
able to sketch the river's course. In an Easterly and Southerly direction, for some miles, nothing could 
be seen but low rugged sandstone hills covered with spinifex, but to the North, clear grassy plains were 
visible and a high and magnificent range. As I found that the rugged spinifex-covered highlands which 
stopped our progress up the Fitzroy came to an end ten miles from our halting place, I deemed it 
unnecessary to proceed any farther, and we returned to the Camp, which we reached at nine o'clock, 
having travelled about forty miles. 
Mr. Hill reports that he followed up the main stream for some miles, till the high cliffs blocked 
his further progress with the horses. He got a glimpse, however, of the same fertile plains which I had 
myself seen this morning. The large branch river up which we went, I have named the Margaret river, 
after my sister-in-law, Mrs. John Forrest. 
May 30th.-Travelled S.E. and E. to-day for about ten miles, skirting the foot of the range, the 
country very rough, covered with spinifex and intersected with numerous streams which issue out of 
deep gorges in the hills. We then turned to the North through the same broken ground till we reached 
a running stream, on the banks of which we camped. Looking out towards the East and North, high 
bold ranges seem completely to shut us in. These form, no doubt, the water-sheds of the Glenelg, 
Prince Regent, and Fitzroy rivers, and it is my intention to proceed from here N.N.W. for the purpose 
of discovering the head waters of one or other of them. We saw large numbers of boab trees to-day, 
some of them growing right i:n among the rocks. Marked tree F 94. Latitude of Camp, 17° 55' 10" by 
meridian altitude of A. Crucis and Arcturus. 
May 3lst.-Steering N.N.W. we soon came to the Fitzroy, and followed it up for four miles. I 
then tried to cross the horses to the opposite bank. We got the riding horses through; the water coming 
up to their saddle flaps; but I was obliged to abandon the idea of doing the same with the pack horses; 
so we continued on the South side, crossing numerous streams which ran into the river, i:n several of 
which our horses got bogged, till we came to a large creek, upon which we camped, about half a mile 
distant from the main stream. The country we passed through was well grassed ; the good feed, however, 
extends but a short distance back, and is succeeded by rocky hills, covered with spinifex, or cane-grass, 
growth. To-day, for the first time since leaving the DeGrey, the formation of the country was granitic. 
About eight miles from here the Fitzroy issues out of deep gorges cut in the high range which 
blocks our view, and which, no doubt, will prove a barrier to any further exploration of the head waters 
of the river; to-day, even, we had great difficulty i:n crossing the deep creeks and ravines which 
continually intersected our course. Marked tree F 95. Latitude of Camp, 17° 47' 20" by meridian 
altitude of A. Crucis and Arcturus. 
June lst.-W e had very broken and difficult ground to contend with this morning, as we continued 
our course up the river, but with some little trouble we found a ford and crossed the Fitzroy about four 
miles North of our last night's camp. It was nearly noon by the time we got all the horses over, so we 
camped,-our last Camp upon the river. 
To-morrow we bid good-bye to the Fitzroy, which we have followed now for 240 miles. The 
longest and largest river in Western Australia, it flows through magnificent flats, which contain about 
four millions of pastoral lands, and are capable of depasturing at least a million of sheep, a larger 
number than the whole of the settled portions of the Colony now carry. During the months of December, 
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January, February, and March, however, great care would have to be taken, and the stock must 
necessarily be removed to higher ground, as the whole extent of these flats during the rains are more or 
less flooded, and no doubt very boggy. From here we proceed N.N.W., with the view, if possible, of 
reaching the Glenelg. Marked tree F 96. 
June 2nd.-Leaving the river, we steered N.W. this morning, up a grassy creek with high hills on 
each side of us. After some delay, tacking in and out through the different passes, we at length rnached a 
good-sized tributary of the Fitzroy, and followed it up for about four miles in a Northerly direction 
through rough and hilly ground. This stream was running strong, and we noticed its flood marks high 
up the stems of the many palm trees that grew upon its banks. Leaving the river we wended our way 
along grassy flats, granite ranges fencing us in on either side. Seven miles farther on we crossed another 
small creek running towards the S.W., and camped beside it, both men and horses being very tired, for 
much of the ground passed over to-day was rough and difficult, hundreds of little gullies intersecting our 
path, all running towards the Fitzroy and most of them perennial in their water supply. The flats 
between the many hills and ridges were well grassed. Ten miles off the great dividing range 
stands boldly out, bearing N.N.W. From this range, no doubt, all the main stream waters of the Fitzroy 
flow. I took a round of angles this afternoon, and, as far as I could see ahead, the granite rocks extend. 
Taking observations was however a trying process, as my eyes are very sore and weak; Campbell's also 
are so bad that he can scarcely see. Marked tree F 97. Latitude of Camp 17° 47' 51". 
June 3rd.-This morning the horses strayed back for about five miles, and we did not start till 
noon. Travelling about six miles N.W. we came to a running stream about three chains wide, upon the 
banks of which we camped. The country on our route to-day was very rough, though the flats are well 
grassed and watered. 
June 4th.-This morning we were obliged to shoot a horse belonging to Mr. McLean, also to leave 
behind one belonging to the Government, which was so knocked up that he could no longer travel, 
although he had carried nothing since leaving Roebuck Bay. Steering N.W. for about five miles we 
came to a good-sized creek, which was running towards the South. We followed it up for a short 
distance, but were obliged to return, as the ground became too rough to travel. Two miles farther on 
another one was crossed, and, a short distance beyond, another one again, which gave us some trouble to 
get over,. as its bed was very rocky and its current strong. A mile on the other side of this creek we 
camped. These streams are all running, although it must be months since any rain has fallen. Our 
horses are very tired from travelling over this rough country, and the rocks have knocked off several 
shoes. 
June 5th.-W e rested in Camp to-day, for Campbell's eyes and my own were too bad to enable us 
to travel without great discomfort. Carey also was ill with low fever. Latitude 17° 29' 27". 
June 6th.-We sta.rted on again to-day, steering N.W. and came to another good-sized stream a 
short distance from our Camp. Five miles farther on a large river barred our way, running fast and 
strong. We crossed it, and camped a mile beyond in a grassy flat at the foot of the great dividing range. 
A high peak towers above us, which Hicks and I this afternoon attempted to a8cend; but when within 
200 feet of the summit we found it impossible to proceed, a wall of rock rising up , so precipitously as to 
make it altogether inaccessible. This was particularly annoying, for it had given us an hour's hard 
work to make our way as far as the point we reached. This peak is about 2,000 feet above the level of the 
sea. I named the range King Leopold Range, after King Leopold of Belgium, in recognition of the 
great interest taken by His Majesty in exploration. My eyes are rather better to-day, and Carey's-
health has greatly improved. Marked tree F 101. Latitude of Camp 17° 23' 12''. 
June 7th.-We tried this morning to skirt along the foot of the high range; the ground, however, 
soon became too broken to travel, so we turned down a deep gully which we followed towards the South 
for about two miles. Perpendicular cliffs rose up on each side of the stream. Escaping from this gully 
we turned N.W. for seven miles, keeping clear of the rougher ground and passing over grassy flats_. The 
banks of a fine running stream provided a good camping place. All the hills around are clothed with 
abundant and excellent grass right up to their summits. We ascended one higher than the rest, and as 
far as the eye could reach the same mountainous country extended, while the _ main range was now 
trending more to the Northward. We met with sev:eral new botanical species to-day, and many kinds of 
acacia. Rough as this country is, as feeding ground it is first rate, and there is no lack of permanent 
springs. 
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June 8th.-We followed down the stream on which we had camped for about four miles, and then 
turned off into a grassy flat, steering N.W. across it. Another stream ran through this flat, trending 
S.W., and three miles beyond it we came upon a river three chains wide, and running fast. Here we 
camped and in the afternoon ascended a high quartz peak to take a round of angles. The country ahead 
appears to be a mass of hills and ranges; still I think we shall be able to push through, although it will 
be necessary to take a more Westerly course than we have done at present. All the main streams that 
we have crossed as yet run into the Fitzroy; it is therefore no matter for surprise that during the rainy 
season the lower flats should suffer from severe inundations. In a pool close by the Camp we caught five 
fish. I named this large stream the Lennard River, and a high quartz hill, near Camp, Mount Eliza; it 
is 600 feet high. Carey is very ill again to-night. Marked tree F 103. Latitude of Camp, 17° 12' 52'' 
by meridian altitude Arcturus. 
June 9th.-W e travelled six miles to-day, at first over rough hills, and then through undulating 
rocky well-grassed country, to a running stream, on the banks of which we camped, one of our horses 
showing symptoms of knocking up. The country seems to be improving; hills covered with long coarse 
grass, and no longer so rough, while th~ flats are clothed with every description of feed and herbage. 
We crossed numerous streams again to-day, all running into the Fitzroy. My eyes are better, Campbell's 
also nearly well, and Carey mending. Marked tree F 104. 
June lOth.-To-day we followed up the creek on which we had camped, for five miles, till we 
reached its head, and thence made for the main range, which we skirted for a little distance before 
camping in a grassy flat. Our course to-day was through well-grassed land, but rough and rocky. From 
the top of the range (900ft.) I took a round of angles in the afternoon, and looking on ahead, I could 
see no alteration in the character of the country, which however seems all to be well covered with feed. 
Marked tree F 105. 
June llth.-We made an early start this morning, and steered N.N.W. for a couple of miles, till 
we reached a stream running Southward, and afterwards during the day other streams £I.owing in the 
same direction were continually crossed. The country we passed over, though rocky, was splendidly 
grassed, especially the beautiful flats, the slopes of the hills, and the banks of the runni~g brooks. It 
often seems to me most strange that such a country as this should so long have been left unoccupied. 
Ahead the scenery appears to be of the same description. Kangaroo abound, but are very wild. Carey 
was very much worse last night, and to-day is but little better. My eyes are rather stronger than they 
were. Marked tree F 106. 
June 12th.-W e followed a creek down to-day for four miles till joined by another larger one from 
the Eastward, the two forming a good-sized river, which flowed away towards the South. Leaving this 
river we bore N.W. for two miles, and camped on a small creek running across our track. One of the 
Government horses named " Blazes" knocked up, and just before reaching Camp fell down dead. He had 
been ailing for some days, but I did not think tha.t he was so seriously ill. We have now only nineteen 
horses left, and our supply of rations will not last more than seventy-six days. The same rocky well-
grassed country to-day, and the same running brooks, with palm-tree covered banks. The weather was 
cloudy, and the wind very strong during the night, though the heat is considerable. Marked tree F 107. 
Latitude 16° 43' 12" by meridian altitude of Arcturus. 
June 13th.-We started North to-day, but were soon obliged to turn back as the country was too 
rough for the horses to travel; so we tu:i;ned down a grassy flat which ran N.W. and followed it for eight 
miles, till we came to a river running swiftly to the South-west. Three miles over rough hills brought 
us to another branch of the same stream, upon which we camped, having travelled eleven miles. The 
country to-day, though equally well-grassed, was not so rocky as that we have passed over hitherto. .In 
addition to the palms which border the banks of the streams, I noticed the Swan River cypress and 
several new trees and scrubs. Marked tree F 108. Latitude by meridian altitude of Arcturus, 
15° 37' O". 
June 14th.-Whilst the party were packing up this morning, Dower and I walked for a couple of 
miles to the North-west, and ascended a flat-topped hill about twelve hundred feet high-which I named 
Mount Humbert, after the King of Italy, a promoter of science in his Kingdom. From this hill we 
obtained an extensive view on ahead, and saw a large river which I supposed to be the Glenelg. After 
taking a round of angles, we went North for a short distance and met the party, with whom we followed 
down the brook upon which we were camped last night, and which ran North for four miles. It 
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then bore away to the West, skirting the high table ranges. We continued along its banks for seven 
miles farther, thence steering N.W. and following the foot of the range for four miles more, till we came 
to a running gully, upon which we camped. The river we saw in the morning is still a good many miles 
ahead. Although well-grassed, the country passed over to-day is curiously covered with loose stones; 
they are, in fact, so thick that we had some difficulty in finding a suitable camping place. We saw 
numbers of palm and cork trees, and kangaroo were abundant. 
June 15th, Sunday.-W e did not break Camp to-day. Mr. Hill and I went to the top of a high 
table range from which we could see, about six miles to the Westward, the water observed yesterday. 
This, I imagine, must be the inland sea:which was seen by the "Beagle" from Secure Bay. Having 
taken a round of angles we returned to Camp. Carey unfortunately remains in the same precarious state. 
I regret to say that my boiling apparatus got injured to-day. Plotting up my track, I found our position 
to be Latitude 16° 27' 50", and Longitude 124° 40'. 
June 16th.-This morning we travelled nine miles down the gully, and, after winding round the 
ranges, which in places were nearly perpendicular, we came to mangroves and salt water. The country 
was so rough as to be almost impassable ; numerous gullies intersected our course, and the grass was 
very high and thick, making it hard work for the horses to travel. Poor James Carey was very ill indeed 
last night, and to-day is little better, though he still manages to keep in the saddle. Marked tree F 111. 
Latitude of Camp 16° 25' 42'' by meridian altitude Arcturus. 
June 17th.-This morning we rode on between the mangroves and the range, and, after going six 
miles W.N.W. over rough hills, through rocky passes, and past boggy springs, we camped near a gully 
at the foot of the range. The scenery was the finest I have yet seen in my travels. The instruments 
nearly came to grief to-day, the horse bearing them falling into a pool, and damaging more especially the 
botanical specimens; we managed however to dry them this afternoon. Pierre and I climbed the range, 
and from the top had a splendid view of Secure Bay. We could just make out Collier Bay in the 
distance, and, I was delighted to see a gorge cutting through the range, by which we could pass to the 
Eastward. This is the first place along a line of one hundred miles where there is a break in the 
impenetrable mountain barrier, and I cannot say how thanl-ful I am to have found one, for had I not 
discovered this pass, I should have hardly known what to have done. To turn back would be a hopeless 
task. Now, however, we are safe,-only forty miles from the Glenelg. The horses are very foot-sore 
from travelling over the rough stony ground, and this country between the mangroves and the range I 
consider altogether unfit for settlement, being far too rocky for stock to get about. Marked tree F 112. 
Latitude of Camp, 16° 23' 27'' by meridian altitude Arcturus. 
June 18th.-This morning we had proceeded but half a mile when we were suddenly brought to a 
standstill by perpendicular cliffs, which fell abruptly into the sea. It was difficult to decide what to do: 
I knew however, that the pass seen yesterday was only about a mile farther on, so, telling the party to 
follow me, I went on ahead, and after turning and twisting through intricate gorges, and :finally 
descending a most fearfully precipitous incline, we at last reached the pass in comparative safety. A few 
of the horses had fallen and somewhat injured themselves, and one was missing, which, however, Pierre 
and Campbell brought back after a short search. Upon reaching the pass, I fired off a volley from my 
revolver, in honor of a feat which will seem almost incredible to those who in the future visit this place. 
At the entrance to the pass we camped, our horses being completely knocked up. It is a delicious 
spot; close by us is a splendid waterfall about twenty-five feet high, with fresh water roaring down it. 
After dinner I went to the shores of the inland sea; the scene was magnificent, waterfalls foaming over 
the rugged rocks, and contrasting with the lovely foliage that clothed them. We caught a quantity of 
fish in the salt water, and just before dusk I went to the top of a hill near the Camp and had a good 
view on ahead. Marked tree F 113. 
June 19th.-This morning we entered the pass, but before we had travelled three miles we were 
brought to a standstill by perpendicular rocks. We were, however, determined not to turn back, and 
after spending nearly an hour in search of a practicable route we decided to climb up the side of the 
gorge. In doing so, one of the horses, which was very weak, fell down, and before we reached the top 
another alSO' gave in; both of them were however old, very poor, and of little use, so I left them behind. 
After gaining the summit, we entered a beautiful flat between the hills, but not finding any water we 
were obliged to proceed, and before long high ranges and deep ravines surrounded us on all sides. 
Nothing daunted, however, we struck into a gorge, which led down from the hills, and which proved very 
rough, and all but impassable. Two hours' hard work brought us to the bottom-a drop of about six 
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hundred feet-and our progress was stopped by mangrove swamps and an inland sea. Here we are now, 
completely walled in on every side, and our only chance of getting out, is across the high ranges to the 
Eastward. We intend to make the attempt to-morrow. I talked the matter over with my party; they 
all felt the importance of making an energetic effort to get away from this spot, so we decided to leave 
behind all the things that are no longer necessary for our use. We buried under a boab tree marked 
F 114, one pack saddle, six saddle bags, two water drums, girths, straps, a riding saddle, and a host of 
smaller articles. Of the two horses left behind to-day, one belonged to the Government, and the other 
to Messrs. Grant and Anderson. Our horses are now reduced to seventeen; we have lost five within 
eighteen days. At that time they were all in good condition; but, although we have not travelled more 
than fifteen miles a day, the cause of their falling off so rapidly will be easily understood when the 
extremely rugged nature of the country through which we have been passing is remembered. I only 
hope I may never see it again, or anything approaching it in character. We crossed numerous running 
streams during the day, and some of the scenery was very lovely. The party are all in good spirits, and 
we still hope to accomplish what we were sent out to perform. Two, unfortunately, are in poor health; 
my brother Matthew very unwell to-night, and Carey not much better than he was. Distance travelled 
to-day-six miles. 
June 20th.-One of the horses last night showed symptoms of madness and wandered away. He 
has been falling off of late and is now a mere skeleton. We spent two hours this morning in trying to 
find him, but without any success, and I fancy he must have stumbled into the creek and been washed 
away by the tide. We have now only sixteen horses left, six riding horses, and ten pack horses, and two 
of us will have to walk in future. 
We started at nine and made our way in a South-easterly direction through a deep gorge, for 
about two miles. When near its head, we ascended about 600 feet to the rocky table land, and then bore 
E.N.E. ; but a mile farther on we were brought to a halt by perpendicular cliffs, which we skirted 
towards the sea, reaching the table land again, after two hours' hard work. Here we camped, both 
horses and men being completely worn out. We all had to walk over the rough stony ground, and the 
poor horses were terribly knocked about. The distance we travelled was only four miles in a direct line, 
but it took us five hours to do it. Shortly after we camped we heard the shouts of a large party of 
natives, and before long we saw them approaching us through the tall grass, every one of them carrying 
bundles of spears. 
I ordered every man to arm and be prepared for the worst, and we watched the approach of about 
fifty of them, who came within 150 yards of us and continued to shout for some time. They afterwards, 
leaving their spears behind them, came closer up, and sitting q.own on a rocky hill, about forty yards 
from the Camp, began to talk vociferously in their (to us) unintelligible jargon. Shortly, an old man 
left the group and approached us. We gave him some sugar and damper, after which he went back, and 
they all left. A little later, however, they returned again, coming this time close up to us, and, thinking 
that I had better show them the use to which firearms could be put, I fired my revolver at a tree. This 
frightened them so effectually, that they all cleared out at once. 
Native fires are very numerous about here, which shows that, although this country is entirely 
unsuited to Europeans, it is well adapted to the support of native existence, the natives in these high 
lands being in greater numbers than in the good lands below. All those whom we saw were naked and 
circumcised, and, notwithstanding that most of them were old men, they looked healthy and in good 
condition. Carey is no better, but my brother is improving. Marked tree F 115. 
June 2lst.-Nothing more was seen of the natives, and at eight we again started on our journey, 
steering East for three miles, when we crossed a good-sized stream. Thinking that we might get along 
better on the North side, I made a trial of it, but after four hours' hard work we were obliged to return 
and re-cross the stream about two miles higher up. Before this could be done, however, an hour was 
spent in making a road down the steep cliff side, after which we managed to get to the bottom of the 
gorge. I named this mountain torrent the Devil's Creek. 
The horses were very tired, and before we reached camping ground one fell down, and got so 
jammed between the rocks that we shot him to end his misery. I am afraid that if this kind of country 
lasts much longer I shall be obliged to return to Beagle Bay; it is becoming something fearful. My 
brother is still very unwell, and Carey also no better. Marked tree F 116. 
June 22nd.-Before breakfast this morning Campbell, Pierre, and I made a road up the cliff, and 
after an hour's hard work succeeded in finishing a pretty fair track. Returning to Camp we breakfasted, 
-- --- ------ -
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and afterwards, attacking the hills, all reached the top in safety-a climb of about 800 feet. We 
followed along the high cliffs for three miles towards the South, and one of the horses having knocked 
up, we were then obliged to camp, although a mile from any water. 
I intend to rest the horses here for a day or two, and go ahead on foot to explore. Soon after we 
unsaddled, a large number of natives appeared on the opposite side of the hill, and we found that they 
were camped close to us. They kept up a great noise the who.le afternoon, but we are unable to 
interpret their meaning. Carey and my brother are both slightly better. 
June 23rd.-To-day Pierre and I set out O? foot to ·try and discover whether it is possible to get 
down off these ranges on to our outward track of the 16th,-the day on which we reached the salt water 
inlet, and our troubles began. .After going two miles South we reached the cliffs, and with some 
difficulty discovered a very steep pass which, if followed down, would let us out upon our old tracks. 
We then returned to Camp. The party during our absence had made a track down to the water and 
given all the horses a drink. To-morrow I intend climbing a high hill which we see about six miles to 
the Eastward, for the purpose of ascertaining whether it is possible to force a passage through to the 
Glenelg or not. Our horses look very bad, and how on earth they are going to take us on I really 
cannot say. To return, however, would be even worse than to go forward, as we only have two months' 
provisions. Carey is a little better, but my brother, who is suffering from a severe sunstroke, is worse 
again to-day. 
June 24th.-At daylight Hicks and I started for the hill seen yesterday, named Mount Hopeless, 
which bore N. 100 E., and was about seven miles distant from the Camp. After four hours' hard travelling 
we reached the foot of it, and climbing to the top, obtained an extensive view of the surrounding country. 
To the North-east lay the Stephen Range, and we saw also in that direction a large creek running into 
the sea. Having taken a round of angles, we. descended the hill, and beside a stream at the bottom 
ate a piece of damper before starting back for Camp. On our way we tried to discover a suitable track 
for the horses, but the farther we went, the more involved we became in the endless rugged zigzags of 
the cliffs. So we gave up at last in despair, and made straight for the party, having walked fourteen 
miles altogether, over the roughest country that I ever saw. 
June 25th.-We started this morning with the object of striking our outward track of the 16th 
instant, and, steering South for about two miles along a table land twelve hundred feet high, we reached 
the precipitous cliffs of the barrier range. We then set to work ~n.aking a road down the gorge we had 
chosen for our descent, and after two hours' work succeeded in forming a passable path. The process 
of leading the horses down took us some time, as we had to re-ascend the cliff more than once before we 
got them all safely to the bottom. This we accomplished by two o'clock, and camped at once where we 
were, on a grassy flat. We had been obliged, in the morning, to leave one of Messrs. Grant and 
Anderson's h0rses behind at our Camp above the cliffs. During the last ten days we have lost altogether 
five horses, owing to the dreadfully rugged nature of the country, and all the rest are more or less 
knocked up and disabled. 
After all the trouble we have had in trying to get through this range, we are forced to go back to 
the Fitzroy. It is a bitter disappointment. I have never exerted myself so much in my life as I have 
within the last ten days, and I may say the same of the whole of my party. From the Fitzroy I shall 
travel between the 17th and 18th degrees of Latitude to the Overland Telegraph Line, a distance of 
about 360 miles. It is almost impossible for us to return to the DeGrey, as we cannot be sure of 
obtaining supplies at Beagle Bay. I shall not in so doing be carrying out my instructions, but, under 
the circumstances, bound as I am to consider the safety of my party, I think it best to take this 
responsibility upon myself. Carey is rather better to day, but my brother, I am sorry to say, still very 
unwell. 
June 26th.-We started on our return to the Fitzroy this morning, and travelled nine miles to 
Camp F HO. We did not attempt to go any farther, as, with the exception of Carey and my brother, 
we all have to walk. The latter still suffers very much from his head, and is continually wandering in 
his mind. 
June 27th-28th.-Travelled back upon our outward tracks, making ten miles on the 27th, and 
seven on the 28't,h. 
June 29th.-Four miles from Camp we Jeft our old tracks, and followed a large creek S.S.E. for 
iji;x: miles, camping beside a good pool in which we caught a large number of fish. Latitude 16° 46' 42''. 
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June 30th.-Steering S. by E. for nine miles, we again struck the river, on which we had camped 
last night, and following it down for a mile we halted. This country is far less rough than that through 
which we passed farther North. The invalids are both better to-day. Latitude of Camp 16° 53' 42". 
July lst.-We did not go more than eight miles to-day, camping on another running stream; 
this halting place bearing S.E. from the one we left last night. When we collected the horses in the 
morning, we found one of the DeGrey ponies missing, but soon discovered him lying in a gully. He was 
very weak and unable to stand, so we shot him and cut off about ten pounds of his flesh, which we after-
wards ate-the first time I ever tasted horse-flesh in my life. 
July 2nd.-We continued our South-easterly course to-day, and, \.fter going two miles, the 
ground became terribly rough, and over one broken range that crossed our path we were obliged to 
smooth a road for the horses. After some slight mishaps, we managed to get them over in safety, and 
for four miles beyond passed through poorly grassed broken granite ground, till we reached a little 
creek, with a bit of feed along its banks, upon which we camped. In the afternoon Pierre and I walked 
across to a large hill about a mile South of the Camp, from the top of which I was thankful to see the 
end of these rough ranges. I took a good round of angles before returning to the Camp. We found 
that Dower had shot a turkey, which was very acceptable, as we are now reduced to ll:l:i of flour and a 
iTh of bacon per day. Latitude 17° 6' 27''. 
July 3rd.-This morning, after travelling six miles South, we came upon large open plains; 
thence turning to the South-east, we skirted the granite ranges for four miles ov.er well-grassed country, 
till we came to a brook running Westward, upon which we camped. These plains, which are studded 
with large red and white gums, extend for five miles in a Westerly direction, and are there bounded by 
sandstone ranges which run up North-west from the Fitzroy. Latitude by Arcturus, 17° 37' 27'', 
July 4th.-W e continued the same course to-day for nine miles, through fine open grassy plains 
to the Lennard River, which was flowing towards the West ; thence three miles over well-grassed flats, 
bordered by broken hills, brought us to a large running creek, a tributary of the Lennard, near which 
we camped. The country between this and the Fitzroy seems all composed of broken ridges and grassy 
bottoms, plentifully supplied with water. Shot eleven small cockatoos. Latitude of Camp, 17° 23'. 
July 5th.-Continuing our journey South for seven miles, we came to the sandstone range, which 
we skirted for five miles. farther, camping upon a creek, in which we found abundance of water. The 
country we passed through to-day was very dry, and the feed parched up. We walked, all but Carey 
and my brother. The heat was very oppressive; the nights, however, are still cool. Latitude by 
Arcturus, 17° 33' 27''. 
July 6th.-Making an early start, we steered E.S.E. along the foot of the sandstone ranges. Nine 
miles from the Camp they turned away to the South, and we left them, and, a mile beyond, crossed a 
splendid stream of fresh water. A little farther on we came to another, and, a short distance beyond, 
camped at a permanent running spring, round which was a clump of palm trees. This spring I named 
after Mr. Horace Hicks, of Roebourne. 
July 7th.-Travelled S.E. by E. for eight miles, over broken sandstone and quartz ridges, covered 
with spinifex. This brought us to a large tributary of the ·Fifaroy, which we crossed and followed down 
for some little distance before camping. We made thirteen miles altogether to-day, chiefly over very 
poor country. 
July 8th.-Fifteen miles through open grassy plains brought us to the Fitzroy, upon the banks 
of which we camped, all very tired, for we had walked the whole of the way. Latitude 17° 51' 13". 
July 9th.-Rested all day, as we want some recruiting before making a start for the telegraph 
line, which is about 350 miles distant. After weighing our rations, we find that there is enough, on 
short allowance, to last us about fifty days. 
July lOth.-We repaired our packs and caught a number of fish. I intend leaving two pack 
saddles behind, here. 
July llth.-Crossing the Fitzroy we came upon our outward tracks, and after travelling for 
13 miles in a Southerly direction across a splendid grassy plain, we camped upon a creek· well filled with 
water. We re-arranged the packs to-day, so that six of us can ride at a time, only two being obliged to 
walk. Dower shot a large pelican this evening, which was soon made into a meal. Marked tree F 136. 
------------------- -~ - - -
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July 12th.-Continuing our journey South, six miles brought us to the Margaret River, which we 
succeeded in crossing, although it was running very strong. We then followed up the Margaret for three 
miles in an Easterly direction, and camped on its Southern bank. In the afternoon Pierre and I rode to a 
high sandstone hill about two miles off, from which I took a round of angles, and had a fine view of the 
country on ahead. Native fires were numerous in every direction. I named this hill Mount Pierre. 
Marked a tree A.F. 137, July 12, 1879. Latitude of Camp, 18° 12' 27''. 
July 13th.-We went E.S.E. for 10 miles after starting this morning, across a splendid level 
grassy plain. The country then entirely changed to broken sandstone and granite, with spinifex grow-
ing in the flats. This continued for five miles until we reached a creek running into the Margaret, 
which had pools of fresh water in it, and grass enough on its banks to give us a fairly good Camp. From 
the Camp was seen a large high hill, bearing North, which I named Mount Krauss, after the Director of 
the museum of Stuttgart. We came across a tribe of natives to-day, old men, women, and children,-
the most miserable lot we have seen as yet. Shot 16 cockatoos, several "native companions," and an 
emu. Marked tree F 138. Latitude of Camp, by Arcturus, 18° 20' 42". 
July 14th.-We travelled on to-day in the same direction for about five miles, oververypoor 
spinifex country, to a branch of the Margaret, where there was fine feed and water; but as it was too 
early for a halt we went on again for seven miles along the foot of a high table land, the same that runs 
all the way to Collier Bay, and camped at a spring running out of the range. Good old feed all around. 
The country we passed through, excepting a patch on the river, was more or less worthless. Latitude 
18° 26' 27". Marked tree F 139. 
July 15th.-We bore East this morning for seven miles, still skirting the high table range, and 
crossing numerous streams with palm trees growing upon their banks. Thence N.E. for five miles farther, 
and camped on a good-sized brook. Still broken ranges everywhere, overgrown with buck-spinifex. Look-
ing out from a high hill, the country to the South and East appears to be clear and open; to the North, 
however, nothing but high ranges can be seen. Dower shot a fine kangaroo this afternoon, which was 
very acceptable, as for three weeks we have not had a sufficient quantity of food. Marked tree F 140. 
Latitude of Camp, 18° 23 1, meridian altitude of Arcturus. 
July 16th.-We followed down the creek upon which we were camped for two miles this morning, 
and thence, steering East by North, four miles brought us to the Margaret River, which here enters a 
defile of the high table range. Crossing the river we continued the same course for five miles to a red 
sand-stone hill, and thence bore North-east to the river again. It was much smaller here, and we 
camped in its bed, with abundance of feed on the banks. We are still skirting the high table range, 
which forces us farther South than I like, but it is impossible to get through it on account of its ~eep 
gorges and perpendicular cliffs. 
I went to the top of a very remarkable hill (which I named Mount George, after my youngest 
brother), this afternoon, and from what I could see, I fancy that another day or so will bring us to the 
watershed of the Fitzroy. The solution of this problem-the position of the headwaters of the Fitzroy-
will be of interest to the scientific geographer, and I have spared no pains to get its position laid down 
as correctly as possible-so far as the means at my disposal would allow. Marked tree F 141. 
July 17th.-Steered N.E. by E. for 11 miles, over fair average feeding ground, crossing running 
streams at almost every mile of our route. Again struck the main branch of the Margaret, which we 
followed up for four miles in a North-easterly direction before we camped. To the North was a high 
range, which I named the Mueller Range, after my friend Baron Von Mueller, K.C.M.G., · in recognition . 
of the great interest taken by him in Australian Exploration. The table range is still about two miles 
to the North of us. Marked tree F 142. 
July 18th.-This morning we bore N.E. by E., following up the stream upon which we were 
camped to the point whence it issued from the range. Here was a little patch of grassy country, crossing 
which, we had five miles walk through broken spinifex hills. As we neared the dividing range, the 
country entirely changed in character, and for two miles before we reached it we passed through clear 
grassy plains. Arrived at the foot of the range, which here is not more than 100 feet above the plain, 
we followed it along for a mile, and camped at a small water-hole, having travelled about 11 miles in a 
direct line, the general course being E.N.E. 
This afternoon I climbed the range, and from the top sketched out its course for at least thirty 
miles-the same description of grassy hills continuing for this distance along its base. I took a round 
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of angles, and observed a remarkable hill bearing E. by N. and about 20 miles distant, also a high range 
N. 35 E. The hill I named Mount Barrett, after Miss Barrett Lennard, of Beverley. 
The watershed of the Fitzroy extends from Latitude 16° 30'', and Longitude 125° to Latitude 
18° 10' and Longitude 127° 20'-a distance of at least 270 miles. The dividing range here consists of 
sandstone cliffs, with flat and spinifex-covered top. Marked tree F 143. Latitude of Camp 18° 12', 
meridian altitude Arcturus. 
July 19th.-We started at eight o'clock to-day, and steered N.E. by N. through a grassy flat 
which we followed for four miles. The country then became more undulating, and, for 10 miles, nothing 
but grassy plains and rises, with granite rocks cropping. up at intervals, were to be seen. Afterwards 
passing a belt of poorer country about two miles wide, we came to another good flat upon which we 
found a little water, and camped, having travelled 14 miles. In the afternoon I went with Pierre on foot 
N. by E. to the spur of a high range which ran down into the plain a mile and a half from our Camp. 
Ascending this, I was well rewarded by a magnificent view of the country round. To the North and 
North-west were high hills and ranges, to the North-east lower broken rises, and to the Eastward level 
well-grassed plains. Marked tree F 144. 
July 20th.-W e made an early start this morning, steering E.N.E. through a magnificent and well-
watered country, little brooks crossing our track at intervals of nearly every mile, till, after travelling 14 
miles, we came to a larger stream, upon which we camped for the rest of the day. The whole of the 
country consisted of granite rises and clear open flats. From the summit of a low range to which Hicks 
and I walked this afternoon, we found spread out before us the most splendid grassy plain it has ever 
been my lot to see. As far as the eye could reach to the S.S.E. and S.W. was one vast level expanse of 
magnificent feeding ground, and at our feet a running stream, which we could trace far out into the 
distance. These plains, which are granitic in formation, comprise, according to my calculation, not less 
than 1,000,000 of acres, and, judging from the richness of their herbage, would carry, I imagine, no less 
a number of sheep. This is, in my estimation, the finest part of Western Australia that I have seen, 
and I hope that before long it will be covered with flocks and herds. Latitude 18°, in which it is 
situated, is only 120 miles North of the DeGrey, where sheep and cattle thrive very well. Marked tree 
F 145. 
July 2lst.-We travelled N.E. to-day for eleven miles before we camped. Two or three miles of 
this distance was over country rather rough, but the general character of the land left nothing to be 
desired, and it seemed all well suited to sheep. Running streams we continually crossed, all trending 
towards the South. Weather very cloudy, and every indication of a storm. Marked tree F 146. 
July 22nd.-We remained in Camp to dry our things. Early last night the rain commenced, and 
continued until morning, soaking everything we had. The rainfall during the night was over an inch. 
Pierre and Dower are both ill. Carey, also, and my brother, are in a weak state, and upable to do any 
walking. After plotting up my track, I found we were in Longitude 127° 45'. 
July 23rd.-The sun was shining brightly in a clear sky this morning when we started off again. 
Continuing a North-easterly course for three miles, through magnificent country, we came to a creek, 
which we followed down for a short distance until it turned to the Southward. Leaving it again, we 
continued our former course, and before long came to a good-sized river, three chains wide, and running 
strong from the Northward, probably an affluent of the Victoria, or of Sturt's Creek. Crossing this 
river, we travelled on for five miles, still through good country, before we camped. This afternoon, I 
went to the top of a high pyramid-shaped hill, from which I obtained a good view, and took a round of 
angles. 
July 24th.-W e steered N. 60 E. to-day, and at two miles from Camp crossed a fine stream of 
water, running towards the South, and five miles farther on, another and still larger one. A few miles 
beyond again, we came to the end of the magnificent country through which we have been travelling for 
the last week, and rough ranges succeeded. We worked our way through them for miles, striking at 
last a creek, which bore N.E., and which we followed down to its junction'with another stream. On our 
way to-day, we came across an old native man and three children, who, made a tremendous noise when 
they saw us, and seemed to be dreadfully frightened. Farther on we met three women returning to 
their camp, whose terror deprived them of speech. When, however, we moved on, they commenced 
shouting loudly. Dower and Pierre are still sick, and the latter, I fear, is in for a serious illness. He 
is so· weak that he can hardly stand, and he is quite unable to eat. Marked tree F 149. 
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July 25th.-I rode in advance of the party this morning to a high hill two miles distant, and 
bearing N.E. from our Camp, with the object of finding out whether it were possible to proceed in that 
direction. After looking on ahead from the summit, I felt confident that it was; so I lighted a fire-the 
signal agreed upon, to info:rm the party that they might follow me up, and before long they joined me. 
We then continued our journey towards the ,North-east, and after travelling five miles, came to a 
large river ten chains wide and running strong, which we did not cross without some difficulty. On the 
other side we camped, and in the afternoon I followed up the river, which was coming from the West-
ward, for a short distance, till I reached a remarkable black bluff, from the top of which I was able to 
sketch its course for several miles up and down. From this point upwards, rough cliffs and ranges fell 
abruptly into the channel of the stream, forming a barrier to any further exploration in the direction of 
its source. Returning to Camp we shot ten cockatoos and five ducks, the latter being very numerous in 
the river. The smoke of natives' fires we saw in every direction, and just before dusk seven of them 
came to within half a; mile of the Camp, but went away again before long, greatly surprised no doubt at 
seeing so many strange people. The country passed over to-day was very poor, and even on the banks 
of this magnificent stream the land is both barren and rough. Pierre and Dower are still ill, and no 
better than they were. Marked a tree F 150. Just five months since we left the DeGrey. 
July 26th.-We got a very late start, and followed the river down for five miles in a more or less 
Easterly direction, through a rough description of country. Having got so far, we were unable to 
proceed, owing to the wretched condition of our two natives, Pierre and Dower, whose prostration from 
ill-health and weakness is so great, that at times they are hardly able to keep in the saddle. At noon, 
Hicks and·I walked to a remarkable hill, bearing about one mile East from the Camp. Its ascent was 
somewhat difficult and fatiguing, but we were well rewarded for our pains, when we found, on looking 
ahead from its summit, that, continuing our course down the river, we were just about to leave the 
rough ground which had hitherto bordered its banks, and enter upon a magnificent country, clear open 
grassy plains stretching far out into the distance. Into these plains the river flowed through a gorge 
a short distance below our Camp. To the North there was nothing promising, all rough and rangy, and 
taking all things into consideration, I feel thankful that we are on this instead of on the Northern route 
which, with my limited means and sick party, would have been far from a pleasant on to follow. 
About twenty natives appeared during the afternoon on the opposite bank of the river, and about 
half a mile off, but as soon as they saw us they vanished. They did not seem, however, to be very much 
frightened, which was curious, for they could not possibly have seen any white people before. Marked 
tree F 151. Latitude of Camp, 17° 33' by meridian altitude of Vega. 
July 27th, Sunday.- Starting at sunrise this morning we steered E.S.E. Three miles from the 
Camp we crossed a large creek, and four miles farther on reached the end of the sandstone range. From 
the top I was able to trace the river for a long distance, winding its way through splendid grassy plains. 
Continuing the same course, we crossed another large stream running towards the South, and, fourteen 
miles from our morning's starting point, we again reached the main body of the stream, and camped beside 
a fine pool of deep water nearly half a mile long, the river here being about twenty chains wide, and still 
running strong. The fine well-grassed country through which we passed to-day was something similar 
in character of soil and timber to that at Beagle Bay. Marked tree F 152. Latitude 17° 37' meridian 
altitude Vega. 
July 28th.-We followed the river down for nine miles E.N.E. this morning, when we came to a 
large running stream which joined the river from the Southward, and, travelling four miles farther, we 
camped in splendid feed. Indeed, all the country we passed through to-day was very fine, the open 
plains spreading out as far as the eye could reach. They put me in mind of the great plains to the 
North of Eucla on the South coast, the only difference being that this country is as well watered as that 
is, unfortunately, the reverse. · Being so well watered, and the soil so good, this district will support a 
very large number of sheep; it apparently does not suffer from the periodical floods which visit the 
lower levels of the Fitzroy. 
Pierre and Dower no better to-day ; they are hardly able to sit their horses, and I anticipate that 
we shall be obliged to give them a few days' rest, as I almost fear that Pierre will not last very much 
longer; he is more dead than alive as it is. Marked tree 154. Latitude of Camp, 17° 29' meridian 
altitude Vega. 
July 29th.-This morning the two natives appeared to be much worse, so we gave them a rest to 
see if they would mend. We .caught a few fish during the day, and shot some cockatoos. The heat was 
very oppressive, and no doubt summer will soon come on. 
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July 30th.-One of the horses strayed away during the night and could not be found. I sent the 
party on, however, with instructions to follow the river down for fifteen miles, and then await my coming. 
After hunting about for an hour, I found the missing animal quietly feeding near the ri-v;er's bank, and 
following up their tracks I overtook my party four miles from the Camp. A little farther on we crossed 
a running stream, and from this point bore away in a Northerly direction, striking the river again after 
we had travelled twelve miles. Here we camped, and in the evening went down to the river to fish. We 
had not been long so employed when a small party of natives came up, evidently with the intention of 
camping. As soon, however, as they saw us, they hastily crossed the river and made off, being evidently 
very much frightened. Dower appears to be a little better this evening, but Pierre is still very ill. 
Latitude 17° 171 meridian altitude of Vega. 
July 3lst.-Half a mile from our Camp this morning we crossed a tributary of the main river, and 
continued our journey for 5} miles, still through first class country, till we came to a flat-topped hill. 
Scarce a tree was to be seen on the rolling plains, except along the banks of the numerous streams which 
traverse them in every direction. From the hill, I wished to get a round of angles, so I gave the party 
orders to travel on for eight miles, and camp upon the river, while Campbell and I ascended it. Having 
spent some time at our work, we got upon the tracks, and rejoined our companions at the halting place 
they had chosen. Between the hill and the river, we passed through some broken red sandstone ridges, 
well covered with feed and interspersed with grassy flats.. Pierre and Dower are very ill again to-day, 
and unless they get better soon, I fear they will never see their native land again ; they cannot eat, and 
are now so reduced in strength that they can hardly stand up. Yesterday we finished all our bacon; for 
the last six weeks we have only had 4lbs. to divide between eight of us. Our ration of flour also is very 
small, and it is fortunate for us that the country abounds so greatly in every description of game, and 
that the streams are so numerous and so well supplied with fish. Had it not been so, many a time we 
should have lain down at night with empty stomachs. Marked tree F 157. Latitude of Camp, 17° 6' 
by meridian altitude Vega. 
August lst.-The natives were so bad this morning, that I was, however reluctantly, obliged to 
remain in Camp and give them a rest. They looked so very ill that I had not the heart to make them 
travel; but we can ill afford to waste any time. Marked a tree A.F. 1st August, 79. 
August 2nd.-We started on again to-day, and steering N.E. and E.N.E. for about six miles, we 
came to a large river, very similar in character to the one we have been following down during the last 
week. I have named this river the Negri, after Commander Christopher Negri, of Turin. In all 
probability it joins the one we have just left; so, after crossing it, we turned Northwards, hoping again 
to come upon the larger stream. There was splendid feed along our course for three miles, till we 
reached another large running brook, coming from the Eastward, and hastening on towards the West to 
join the main branch. Travelling four miles farther North, over rougher but still fairly-grassed country, 
intersected by numerous running streams, we were at last obliged to stop, as our sick natives were 
completely worn out, and could no longer keep in the saddle. 
Our Camp is on a creek, the water in which is permanent, palm trees fringing its banks. In the 
afternoon I went to the top of a high grassy hill, but from its summit nothing was to be seen of the 
river. To the Northward also and North-west the country appears to be very rough, and I am afraid 
that with only twenty-five days' short rations, and a sick party, I should scarcely be doing my duty were 
I to attempt to trace the river any further down. We are still 300 miles from the telegraph line, and 
cannot of course tell what difficulties may yet be in store for us, so I feel bound to push on; at the 
same time no one can regret more than I do, that I am u.nable to follow this magnificent stream to its 
mouth, which I have no doubt will be found in Cambridge Gulf-the whole of its waters in that case 
being in Western Australian territory. I have named this river the Ord, after His Excellency the 
Governor of Western Australia, who has taken so great an interest in this expedition. Marked a tree 
F 158. It has been very cloudy all day, and this evening it is positively cold. To-morrow we turn 
E.N.E., the country in that direction being apparently much more open than to the Northward. 
August 3rd.-Making an early start this morning, five miles brought us to a remarkable peaked 
hill, which I ascended; I was, however, unable to see anything from the top, clouds compietely obscuring 
the prospect. Travelled on again, bearing N.E., for five miles farther, and camped upon a small stream. 
The country we passed over to-day, although rather rough and stony, was very well grassed, and the low 
hills were covered with feed right up to their tops ; running brooks also were plentiful. About a mile 
from the Camp was a peaked hill which I ascended m the afternoon, succeeding this time in obtaining 
--- - - _ ____,....._ - ---- --- -- ~--- -
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some angles. Several large ranges appeared to the Eastward. We had light showers all day, and the 
weather was very cold. Marked tree F 159. 
August 4th.-We steered E.N.E. this morning for seven miles through rough, stony, but well-
grassed country; thence for two miles farther we followed down a creek which ran in an Easterly 
direction between high ranges, forming a·pass just wide enough to enable us to travel through it com-
fortably. I named this the Sonder Pass, after Dr. Sonder, of Hamburg, in recognition of his useful 
researches in Western Australian Botany. 
Pierre now became so bad that I was obliged to l>.alt, which I did beside a splendid spring,-one 
of many which we saw this morning. The poor native was quite wandering in his mind, and would not 
remain on his horse. I went out this afternoon to take some angles, and instructed the party to kill one 
of the horses during my absence, for these continued halts to rest the sick natives, make it necessary that 
we should eke out our scanty means of support with horse-flesh. On my return, I found the horse all 
ready killed and dressed, and a very sorry sight it was, most miserably poor,-at the best of times a 
horse's carcase looks very different from that of a bullock. We could not help entertaining a feeling of 
sentimental regret that the poor beast which had served us so long and so faithfully should come to such 
an unfortunate end, but it was necessary to relieve our' hunger by some means or other, for since leaving 
the Fitzroy we have never had enough to eat, which is not surprising when one considers that we have 
only eaten a pound of flour per day apiece, and for meat have depended upon what we could shoot. 
· Fortunately for us, the country is very fairly stocked with game. 
We all of us made a horse-flesh supper to-night ; while we stay here I do not intend to issue any 
flour. I have often read of horse-flesh being as good as beef, or nearly so; but, to my taste, this sample 
of it, at any rate, is nothing of the kind-dry, hard, and tasteless. I dare say, however, that a young 
fat horse may be very different; nothing more can be expected of a poor old animal that has gone 
through so much as our victim of to-day. The natives seem no better to-night, and I am afraid we shall 
have to stop here for some days. 
August 5th.-Stopped in Camp, cut up the horse, and hung it out on ropes to jerk in the sun. 
The natives are slightly better, but still very weak. 
August 6th.-Dower seems decidedly mending, but Pierre is much worse, and I fear he cannot 
possibly live very long. He hardly eats anything; we have almost to force nourishment down his throat, 
and feed him like a child. 
August 7th.-We started on again this morning, and followed down the gully on which we were 
camped. Three miles below, it joined a large stream three chains wide and running N.E. This was near 
about our right course, so we determined to follow it down. This river I called the "Behn," after Dr. 
Behn, of Gotha,-successor to Petermann, and who co-operated with that gentleman for many years in 
his researches towards the advancement of Australian scientific geography. 
The pack horses were unable to cross the river, but Hicks and I went over and ascended a high 
point on the opposite bank, for the purpose of taking some angles. After completing our work, we 
rnturned to the stream and followed it down, believing the party to be still on the opposite side, and 
hoping to catch them up before long. After walking four miles, we crossed the river near a high range 
which lay to the North, which I named the "Connaught," and, to our surprise, found no tracks of the 
party. We waited for some time, and they did not turn up, so we decided to go back, and, half-a-mile 
from the bluff we had mounted to take our observations, we discovered that they had crossed the river 
We then followed back upon their tracks until darkness came on, and found us both completely knocked 
up with our 20 miles walk. Having had the good fortune to shoot a few cockatoos we made a :fire and" 
roasted our birds; no food had passed our lips since the morning, so we greatly enjoyed this scanty meal. 
Shortly afterwards we heard the bells of our horses, two shots also were :fired in the distance, and, tired 
though we were, we made up our minds to walk in to Camp, and join our companions; for, having no 
rugs with us, our night's rest would not have been very comfortable where we were. 
The night was very dark and we were obliged to proceed with great care, for the long grass hid 
from us many a dangerous gully. Two miles we toiled on, and several times nearly came to grief in the 
deep ravines, before we reached our Camp on the Behn, where we found our companions, greatly wonder-
ing as to what had become of us. We were both dreadfully worn out; our 22 mile walk was quite equal 
to 40 along an ordinary road, for the high rank vegetation makes every step difficult. Well covered with 
feed as the country is along the banks of the river, it would be useless in consequence of this rankness of 
growth, unless kept constantly burnt. 
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Poor old Pieue looks very bad to-day, and we are now obliged to strap him on to his horse to 
keep him from falling off. Dower is much better. Marked tree F 163. 
August 8th.-Notwithstanding Pierre's pitiable state, I felt bound to move on this morning. I 
walked in advance of the party, Eastward, for about a mile to a hill from which I got a round of angles. 
The others then joined me, and we bore E.N.E. for eight miles, over rough broken spinifex ranges, till 
we came to a fine grassy flat. Leaving this we turned N.N.E. for three miles farther, passing again 
over rather rough ground, till we came to a small creek upon which we camped. One of the horses 
"Gay-lad" was suddenly taken bad about a mile back from the Camp; we had great difficulty in get-
ting him in, and a few hours afterwards he died. In him we lost one of the best horses we had, one on 
which we could always depend; he was in very good condition too. Marked tree F 164. Latitude of 
Camp; 16° 36' by meridian altitude of Vega. 
August 9th.-We had not travelled more than a mile this morning when we came to a large river, 
probably Gregory's Stirling Creek. We passed over it at the top of a fine deep pool, at the bottom end of 
which the natives had made two dams for catching fish. As both fish and game seemed plentiful, we 
camped here for the day in order to give poor Pierre a little further rest. We were not however very 
successful either with the line or with the gun, but our take included two fresh-water turtles, which the 
sick natives greatly enjoyed. 
There is smoke from many native fires to be seen towards the North, and from the numbers of 
old camps scattered about, the blacks must be very numerous in this neighborhood. 
August lOth.-This morning we started early, intending to follow the river down for some little 
distance, but were prevented from carrying out our intention by the deep ravines which continually 
crossed our course. So we bore E.N.E. for about five miles over very rough and barren country, until 
brought up by an impassable gully. This we were obliged to head, following it up in a Southerly direction 
for three miles, before we were able to cross it. Turning off to the Eastward, three miles farther brought 
us to some grassy hills, but finding no water, we went on again through rough and miserable country till • 
we came to a splendid running spring, surrounded by giant .palms and cajeputs. Here we camped, 
with unfortunately but little grass for our poor tired horses, long cane being the only sort of feed they 
could find. 
Although we travell~d from sunrise to sunset, we only made about twelve miles in a direct line, 
and the country was almost the roughest and most barren which we have seen on our trip. The long 
ride completely knocked up poor old Pieue. Marked tree F 166. Latitude of Camp, 16° 37' by 
meridian altitude of Arcturus. 
August llth.-I walked on in advance of the party this morning to a low hill, from which I 
could see that by skirting along the foot of the dividing range we should escape the rougher country. 
So when the party came up, we set off E.N.E., following a fine grassy plain, lightly wooded with acacias, 
which gave · us good travelling ground for three miles; thence sandstone ridges well covered with grass 
continued for a distance of seven miles further, when we reached the foot of the dividing range, where 
we camped beside a fine spring of water. 
In the afternoon, with Hicks, I climbed the range, but could not see much, for the country round 
was high and level, and thickly timbered. Dower and Pierre are much worse again to-day. Marked 
tree F 167. Latitude of Camp 16° 33' by meridian altitude of Vega. 
August 12th.-We crossed the dividing range soon after starting this morning, and for three 
miles passed through a fine strip of grassy country, completely walled in by high sandstone 
ridges. This strip was intersected by numerous running and palm-bordered creeks. For two miles 
beyond, we travelled over high table lands, and then again the sandstone ranges opened out, and we 
descended into another flat through which ran a beautiful brook. We followed this brook down for 
about two miles before we camped. The distance travelled to-day was altogether about twelve miles in 
a straight line from last night's Camp. The whole of the country was high sandstone table land, 
covered with grass and spinifex, and thickly wooded with stunted gums and ti-trees. The depressions, 
however, which here and there lay between the sandstone walls of the table lands, were very well grassed, 
and, having been recently burnt by the natives, looked like vast cornfields. Marked tree F 168. 
Latitude of Camp, 16° 32' by meridian altitude of Vega. 
August 13th.-W e followed down the brook for another two miles before we left it, bearing then 
. East for two miles farther through a dense thicket, till we came to the head of a dry creek, which we 
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also traced down a short way till it joined the brook we had left. We were then completely walled in on 
all sides by high sandstone ranges, and obliged to stick to the creek, which was flowing in a N.N. 
Easterly direction. Two miles lower down, another large stream came in from the Westward and joined 
the one we were following; the two formed a large-sized river, which I named the Humbert, after the 
King of Italy, a liberal promoter of science. 
We continued our journey for five miles more, and then camped for the day. Only yesterday we 
were at the head of this river; now it has already swelled out to quite a large size, and I have no doubt 
that it is a tributary of the Wickham. The country we passed through to-day was poor and rough, and 
subject also to very heavy floods, the watermarks seen ·in some places being at least twenty feet above 
the ordinary summer level of the stream. These rugged sandstone ridges are however well covered with 
grass, and answer in every way to the description given by Gregory of the Victoria River country. The 
distance travelled from last Camp was about twelve miles. Weather very warm. Dower much better, 
but poor old Pierre still very ill. 
August 14th.-We followed. down the Humbert this morning for three miles, and then came 
to a gorge, some two miles long, on each side of which the sandstone cliffs fell almost perpendicularly 
into the river. The hills then widened out again, and for six miles we had some fine and well-grassed 
travelling country. The sun was very hot, so, having travelled that distance, we camped for the 
remainder of the day beside a fine pool of water. The grass around was very high, and we could 
scarcely see the horses as they fed. We had not been here long when some natives set the country 
alight all round us; they did us no damage however, as, luckily for us, we had pitched our Camp in 
the bed of the river. We saw none of these natives; having done the deed, they made off as quickly as 
they could. 
In the afternoon I ascended a high peak in the range opposite our Camp, and from the top had 
an extensive view ahead. To the Eastward clear grassy plains stretched out as far as I could see, and in 
the distance the course of the Wickham and Victoria Rivers, the latter at least twenty-five miles off, was 
plainly traceable. Judging from the number of native fires, this country seems to have no lack of 
aboriginal inhabitants. 
I have named this range the Rudolph, out of compliment to the Crown Prince of Austria, who is 
a sincere patron and cultivated student of the natural sciences, into the mysteries of which he was 
initiated by the well known Viennese, Professor von Hochstetter, an accomplished geologist. 
The two natives are both rather better to-day, but my brother unfortunately has had another 
slight attack of sunstroke. The heat this afternoon was almost unbearable. Marked tree F 170. 
Latitude of Camp, 16° 26' by meridian altitude of Lyrae Vega. 
August 15th.-W e got away early this morning, hoping to reach the Victoria before night. 
Seven miles of travel brought us to the Wickham, which we were unable to cross; so we kept down it for 
a short distance, till we came to its junction with the Humbert, the river we have been following during 
the last few days, and' two miles below this we camped. The Wickham here is a large river about ten 
chains wide and running strong; it has broad deep reaches of water extending in some places for several 
miles, the country through which it flows being all well grassed and lightly timbered with acacias and 
gums. Giant gum trees and palms grow thick along its banks, and make it no easy matter to cross. 
This afternoon we were obliged to kill another horse. He was poor and weak, and when dressed 
did not look particularly inviting, but we were bound to kill him, for our daily ration of flour is now 
reduced to half a pound; our sugar and t ea also are nearly :finished. We stay here to.morrow to cure 
the flesh, which, when prepared, is hard and dry, and very provocative of thirst. We had not tasted_ 
flesh for some time, so to-night we made a hearty meal. Afterwards we caught a few fish in a net, which 
we stretched. across a narrow stream. The net was not however particularly strong, and the fish broke 
it all to pieces in trying to force their way through. Poor old Pierre is still the same, but Dower is 
improving, and my brother feels quite well again. Latitude of Camp, 16° 17' by meridian altitude of 
Vega. 
August 16th.- This morning I walked with Campbell for two miles down the Wickham, and 
discovered at last a crossing place for the horses. We then ascended a high sandstone ridge close by the 
river, from which I could trace the course of the Wickham to its junction with the Victoria. To the North 
and East the country seemed generally level, with only a few broken ridges in the distance. We 
r~turned to Camp at noon, under a very warm sun, and found that the party had finished cutting up the 
horse, and had it out to dry on ropes, the weather being well suited for the purpose. 
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August 17th.-We followed the river down this morning till we came to the crossing we had 
found, and then bore away E.N.E., but struck it again two miles beyond. It then turned to the 
Northward, and we continued on the same course for six miles, over fine grassy country, till we met it 
again :ta fine deep reach of water, which we skirted till it came to an end; then we camped. This 
Wickham is a noble river, with wide grassy plains on either side. The country is very clear and does not 
seem subject to hel;l,vy floods, the plains being high above the river banks. The Wickham apparently 
trends to the Northward from here, so I shall leave it and strike out East, as I am anxious to reach the 
telegraph line as quickly as possible. Pierre worse again to-day. 
Marked a large gum tree A. F. 16th Aug., 79. Latitude of Camp, 16° 32' by meridian altitude of 
Vega. 
August 18th.-We got away early this morning, steering E.N.E. through very high grass for five 
miles, when we struck the Victoria, which was running here in a Northerly direction. The water was too 
deep to enable us to cross, so we traced the river upwards for a couple of miles, hoping to find a ford. 
We were stopped, however, by the Wickham at its junction with the Victoria, and obliged to retrace our 
steps. A mile above the place where we first struck the river we made an attempt to get over, and after 
a great deal of trouble we succeeded in crossing the main body of the stream. The water was five feet 
deep, so we swam our horses, and carried the packs across on our backs. Palm trees, bamboo, and cane 
are very thick upon the river's banks; the high grass also and deep gullies make it very difficult to get 
down to the water's edge. 
The bed of this great river has numerous channels and is thickly covered with palms, cajeput, 
bamboo, etc. We had not as yet reached the opposite side, and in the afternoon Hicks and I went to see 
where we could most easily reach the bank. We soon discovered a very fair passage, and, returning to 
Camp, found that the party had :finished getting the baggage across quite safely. A large snake, 10 feet 
long, was killed in the afternoon, which most of us managed to eat. To me it did not seem tempting, 
still when one is very hungry, the quantity of the food one gets is of far more importance than the 
quality. Marked tree F 174. 
August 19th.-I did not consider it necessary to trace the course of the Victoria, as it had been 
previously explored by Mr. Gregory; so we bore away from the river this morning on an E.N. Easterly 
course, across dry swampy lands at first, covered with tall grass and reeds, then over fair grassy country, 
to a fine creek of water, which we followed up for a short distance before we camped, having travelled 
about eleven miles altogether. The horses were very tired, having fared badly last night in the bed of 
the river where the feed was very scarce. The country travelled over to-day is low, and no doubt most 
of it is under water during the wet season. Latitude of Camp, 16° 18' by meridian altitude Lyrae Vega. 
August 20th.-We steered this morning E.N.E. through a splendid country, rocky and undulating, 
which for twelve miles maintained the same character. The flats were most luxuriantly grassed, and the 
low ranges also well covered with feed. Our Camp is on a beautiful permanently-running stream of 
fresh water, and many such were crossed during the day. Marked tree F 176. Latitude 16° 15' by 
Lyrae Vega. 
August 21st.-Travelled fourteen miles to-day through :ffoe country, in some parts rocky and 
undulating, in others level. To the Eastward and Southward, also, were lightly-timbered plains. 
Permanent springs were numerous. Pierre is no better, and to-night Carey complains of an attack of 
scurvy. We have only flour enough left to last us ten days, and I am anxious to push through as 
quickly as I can to reach the telegraph line, which I calculate cannot now be more than 100 miles off. 
Of this, however, I am not sure, as I have no chart on which the line is laid do1wn. Marked tree F 177. 
August 22nd.-Two miles from Camp in an E.N. Easterly direction we came to a fine running 
creek. It was, however, too early to camp, so we continued our journey in the same direction over a 
splendid grassy country, level, and lightly timbered with acacia. We travelled on for twelve miles 
without coming to any more water. The creeks we crossed were perfectly dry, so we changed our course 
to North ; but four miles in this direction brought us no better luck, so I decided not to take the party 
any farther on, and they camped where we were. Campbell and I then started off in search of water, 
but although we hunted about for some time we failed to find what we sought. 
Sending Campbell back to the party with instructions that they should pack up and return to the 
last dry creek we had crossed during the afternoon, I rode off myself to some low hills towards the North. 
Amongst these hills I searched till dark, and then the question was how to get back through a black 
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cloudy night to where the party was camped. I rode on till about 11 o'clock without finding them, and 
then got off my wearied horse, intending to lie down until daylight. I listened first, however, for a 
minute, to try if I could hear the bells, and to my glad surprise I discovered that the Camp was only about 
half a mile away. When I got in, I found that the party had returned on their tracks for about three miles, 
when night coming on, and seeing no sign, of me, they decided upon camping. I felt very thankful to 
have found them, but we had not a drop ' of water with us. We carried scarcely any, having been so 
accustomed for the last six months to find it nearly every mile. We felt the thirst also all the more 
from having nothing but jerked horse-flesh to eat, which is so hard and dry that a few hours after eating 
it one's mouth becomes completely parched up. We travelled to-day about twenty miles, and my mare 
must have done at least forty. It is my brother John's birthday, and we certainly had hoped for better 
luck. 
August 23rd.-We brought in the horses at four o'clock this morning, and made a start for the 
last water we had seen yesterday morning. We followed down the gully on which we were camped till 
it joined another dry creek crossed yesterday; finding no water, however, we pushed straight back on a 
South-westerly course, till, at 11 o'clock, we reached the running stream. With the exception of the sick 
men, we all walked the whole of this distance-about 15 miles-and I can safely say that none of us ever 
felt so thirsty and parched up before. The party were all in very good spirits, considering it was the 
first time during the journey that we had been pressed for water. On the way we were obliged to 
abandon a horse belonging to Messrs. Grant and Anderson ; he was so very weak that we thought it best 
to leave him to take his cha.nee. Hicks shot a fine large turkey, weighing 12 pounds, which was a great 
treat to all of us. 
August 24th.-At daylight this morning Campbell and I started off in search of water. We 
followed up the stream on which we were camped for five miles, finding water in several places. Thence 
we bore N.E. to a high sandstone hill, about 4 miles distant, and after climbing to the top, obtained an 
extensive view in every direction. To the Eastward and Southward the country was very level, not a 
single rise to be seen; but to the Northward, several small ranges appeared in the distance. In a North-
easterly direction was a line of green trees, and for these green trees we made, and found a dry creek 
which we followed up for a mile, finding a small quantity of water by digging in the sand. We rode on 
up to its head, but were unsuccessful in finding any more water. We then retraced our steps and 
travelling down the creek for some five miles, we came to a fine pool of water, about seven miles in a 
direct line E.N.E. from the Camp. We then returned to the Camp, where we found all well. 
To-morrow I intend to move the party to this waterhole, and then try again to the Northward. 
East it is useless to go, as the country is all perfectly level and the creeks all dry. If it would only rain 
for a few hours, we might reach the Overland Telegraph Line in two or three days with ease; it 
seems hard lines having such a waterless country to explore, just at the end of our journey, and in our 
reduced condition. 
We have only eight horses left, and 60l.lis. of flour, while of tea and sugar there is hardly any left. 
What we are going to live upon goodness only knows, unless we soon reach the line and a telegraph 
station. To-morrow I intend to kill another horse, so as to save the flour as much as possible. 
August 25th.-We removed this morning to the water found yesterday, and, after unpacking, we 
killed one of the Government horses, having him cut up and hung out to dry within a couple of hours 
afterwards. We had kept a little of the meat fresh, and for some time after butchering operations were 
completed, we were busily employed roasting horse steaks upon the coals. They were dry, but far frqm 
bad,-in fact, we are all developing rather a weakness for this kind of meat. 
In the afternoon I started out again with Campbell to look for water, and found a small water-
hole just before dark, about five miles from our Camp. Here we stopped for the night. Before leaving 
Camp, I had directed Mr. Hill to follow the creek up to its head, on the 27th, and there await my return, 
for the ground now is so hard that it is impossible to track the horses. I left orders also that one pack-
saddle, one riding-saddle, and a number of other miscellaneous articles not required for further use, should 
be buried. Ill provided as we are now with horses we are bound to rid ourselves of all unnecessary 
gear. 
August 26th.-Campbell and I started before daylight this morning, and steered generally in a 
North-easterly direction for about four miles, passing over rough hills and through deep waterless gullies. 
Then came a high flat country for eight miles farther, and finally, at the head of a low creek, we found a 
• 
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small pool of water. Here we took our saddles off, and stayed for a couple of hours, shooting a few cocka-
toos for our dinner. At noon we again started, and followed up the flat, which had been recently burnt 
by the natives. After riding a mile, we found a small hole of water, and three miles farther, another. 
Here we saw cattle tracks only a few days old, which cheered us up a good deal, as the cattle must have 
come from the Overland Telegraph Line. Two or three miles beyond, again, we came to a splendid pool 
of water; and as the flat we had been following appeared to be more defined, we decided to return and 
bring the party up. Camped at the little pool where we had dinner. 
August 27th.-This morning Campbell and I started back, keeping a little to the South of our 
outward tracks. In a deep gully we found a splendid spring of running water, about six miles distant 
from our last night's Camp, and four miles farther we met the party following up our tracks. So we 
turned round and again bore N.E. We travelled, however, for ten miles without coming to the 
right place, and I deemed it more prudent to stop the party and send Campbell to have a search 
for our tracks. He returned without finding them; so, as we were close to a dry clay creek, I went off 
myself with him to look for the pool, and found it after some little trouble. What was our surprise 
when we returned to the party, to find them comfortably camped beside a water pan lower down the flat 
upon which we had left them! It may seem strange that we should have been unable to go straight to 
the spot where we slept only the night before, but the country is very level and thickly wooded, and we 
went travelling along without thinking it possible to miss the pool. Latitude of Camp, 15° 56' 30;' by 
meridian altitude of Vega. 
August 28th.-Steering North for four miles, after an early start, we reached the creek and 
followed it down for a couple of miles to a fine pool of water. Our horses were fagged from yesterday's 
long march, and the creek apparently was about to turn Westward, so we camped there for the day. At 
noon my brother and I started down to see in which direction the creek ran. We followed it ten miles 
in a N.N. Westerly direction, but found no more water in it, and; as it seemed to be trending still farther 
to the Westward, we decided to return, and reached Camp a little after sundown. The country over 
which we passed was all well grassed and lightly timbered, except in a few places where there were 
thickets. During our absence the party had not been idle, but had caught a fine supply of fish out of 
the pool, besides shooting pigeons and cockatoo. 
Latitude 15° 50' 30", and Longitude about 132°. 
August 29th.-Taking a pack horse, carrying ten gallons of water and 3lbs. of flour, I again 
started to look for water, accompanied this time by Messrs. Hill, Campbell, and Hicks. We steered due 
East for twenty miles over a flat country, fairly grassed, and thickly wooded, and halted at noon in a 
waterless spot. I then instructed Mr. Hill to return with Campbell to the Camp, and wait there till the 
10th September. If by that time I did not turn up, he was to use his best endeavour to find water, and 
then push through to the telegraph line; and if rations ran short I directed him to kill another horse. 
I told them, however, that I should probably return in five days; it was my intention to make for the line 
with Hicks as quickly as possible, and I hoped to reach it in two days, and then, if possible, to return and 
take the whole party through. 
After wishing Hill and Campbell good-bye, Hicks and I again bore East, and seven miles farther 
on came to a clay flat, on which we found a small pool of water convenient for our night's camp. The 
whole twenty-seven miles that we have travelled to-day was one vast level plain, fairly grassed, and 
thickly wooded with gums, acacia, and scrub. We came across numerous dry swamps, and native fires 
we saw both to the North and South of our track; here also, at our camping place, natives have been 
quit~ recently. 
"' August 30th.-We started again before sunrise, still steering due East. After travelling twenty 
miles without a change in the character of the country, and without a sign of water, we halted, very tired 
by our long ride. An hour's rest and we again saddled up, following the same course until sundown, 
which came upon us when about fourteen miles from our mid-day halting place ; and, as both our horses 
and ourselves were very much fagged, we camped where we were, without water. 
For eighty miles now, we have been travelling over country of the same description, all well-
grassed, and the horizon as level as the sea. Here and there are a few clay swamps which no doubt hold 
water in the winter time, but to-day we have neither seen a drop of water, nor any place that would be 
likely to hold it for long, and a few small birds have been the only sign of life. But I have made up my 
mind to push to the line at all risk-it cannot possibly be more than forty or fifty miles from here-
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to return now would be useless, as we should be still m the same fix. The party have little or 
no 
rations left, and our only chance is to go on, and bring them back a supply. 
After resting for two hours we went on again, still steering East, by the stars, through a cold 
clear night. After travelling twelve miles we both felt very tired and sleepy, and the cold was far fro
m 
pleasant; our horses also began to get very weary. So we unsaddled and hobbled out the nags, and t
he 
heavy dew that was falling was a great relief to the poor tired brutes. We soon had a blazing fire mad
e, 
and, lying down beside it, were fast asleep in no time, and did not wake till nearly daylight. 
August 3lst.-An hour before daylight we continued our journey, steering East for 14 miles 
before we rested. The country was similar to that through which we passed yesterday, and had be
en 
recently burnt by the natives. During the mid-day halt we walked about for some time, searching f
or 
water in the dry clay swamps, but were obliged to return unsuccessful to where we had left our horse
s. 
· Here we killed a large snake, and made off it a miserable meal, thinking that it would relieve our thirs
t-
it made us, however, a great deal worse than we were before. 
We had only two quarts of water left, and we both decided not to touch this until reduced to the 
last extremity, as we knew not how far we might have to go before coming to water. 
At one o'clock we were in the saddle again, and continued on the same course over level grassy 
country until sundown, when we gave our horses a short rest. They were very tired, and did not see
m 
able to keep up, in the state they were, for very much longer. As for ourselves, we were so thirsty th
at 
we could scarcely speak. We shot a hawk and cut his throat in order to drink the blood, but it did n
ot 
seem to do us any good. What would we not have given for a drink of water! No one can have a
n 
idea of what thirst really is unless he has experienced it in tropical heat. When I left the Camp I d
id 
not suppose that the telegraph line was any more than a hundred miles off, and as we have no
w 
travelled that distance we cannot possibly be very far from it. But we have no chart of the line, and 
it 
is impossible to say exactly how far we may have to go-we must hope for the best, we are in God
's 
hands, who has guided us safely so far. To go back would be impossible, but, unless on our onwa
rd 
journey we reach water by this time to-morrow, we shall probably go to swell the list of those who have 
perished of thirst in the bush. * * * * * * After eating our hawk we saddled u
p 
again, and steered E.N.E. for two miles, when we reached a dry creek trending N.W. We thought the
re 
might be water in it lower down, so we followed it for a mile or two until the horse I was riding knocke
d 
up and, lying down in the bed of the creek, compelled us to halt. So we took the saddles off and trie
d 
to get some sleep, but with so much on our minds this was quite imposs:rble. The two horses were lyin
g 
beside us, looking as though they had stretched themselves out to die. I then told Hicks that we wou
ld 
leave the creek at once and steer East again, when by travelling all night we should probably reach th
e 
line before morning. It would be necessary for us to walk, with our horses in their present state, and
 I 
knew that we should never be able to do so during the heat of the day, for even when riding our tongu
es 
became so dry and parched that it was almost unendurable. At half-past ten we set off, Hicks leadin
g 
my horse, and I following up on foot. We had scarcely travelled a mile when Hicks suddenly shout
ed 
out that the telegraph line was ahead. I could hardly believe the evidence of my own eyes, an
d 
forgetting our thirst, out through the nj.ght rang our cheers! When the first tumult of our joy was 
over, we sent up a short prayer of thanksgiving to the Almighty for His mercies during our lon
g 
journey, and for guiding us safely in our great distress. 
The sight of the telegraph line seemed to make a new man of me. I did not feel half so fatigued 
or so thirsty as I had done just before ; and when I reviewed our long march and thought of all the 
difficulties we have had to encounter, the shortness of provisions, the great amount of sickness, the lo
ss 
of horses, and finally the want of water, I could not but feel grateful to Divine Providence for th
e 
protection extended to us. Had Hic;:µ:s and I not reached the line safely, the whole of our party ·mu
st 
probably have perished of starvation. The feeling of relief to me was very real, and a great weight w
as 
taken off my mind. 
After a short rest we followed the line up Northwards, and coming before long to a well-beaten 
track, the horses seemed to be inspired with new life. Three miles of march brought us to an iron tan
k 
full of water, with a clay pool, also full, close beside it. I thought our poor horses would never ha
ve 
stopped drinking, and they kept continually coming backto the water during the night. We also dran
k 
nearly a gallon-a-piece. Our supper consisted of a small bit of damper, with an owl which we had sho
t, 
for relish: but we soon felt quite happy, and began to talk of our friends at home, and to wonder wh
at 
news we should hear when we reached a telegraph station. The country we have passed through fro
m 
· the Depot Camp to the Overland Telegraph Line-a distance of somewhat more than 100 miles-is w
ell 
• 
... 
.. 
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grassed, very level, and thickly covered with various kinds of gum and acacia trees. Dry swamps also 
are numerous, which no doubt in the rainy season are well supplied with water. I trust we may soon 
reach a station, for the rations we left with the party will all be consumed by the 10th, and unless we 
return by that time, it is a source of grave anxiety to think what may possibly occur. 
September lst.-We shot a couple of hawks for breakfast-our only food, for our stock of flour is 
entirely consumed, and at noon we saddled up, and travelled along the telegraph line in a N. Westerly 
direction for 20 miles, when we came to some clay holes full of water, and camped for the night. 'fhe 
country was fairly grassed, and similar to that through which we have been travelling of late; several 
small water holes were passed, which no doubt in another month will all have dried up. Native fires 
were very numerous all round. 
The line, so far, seems to be very substantially put up. The poles are mostly of iron, with a few 
wooden ones occasionally intervening, but I believe it is the intention of the South Australian Govern-
ment to have iron poles substituted throughout, in the course of a few years. The ground is well cleared 
for a distance of half a chain on each side of the line. 
September 2nd.-We made an early start this morning and travelled till noon, when we reached a 
small pool of water, at which we rested for a couple of hours, and finished the last remnants of the stores 
we had brought with us, including our little supply of tobacco. During the afternoon, while again on 
the march, Hicks shot a fine turkey, and soon afterwards a small kangaroo. After travelling about 10 
miles we came to another iron tank full of water. Here a piece of paper was stuck up, bearing the 
announcement: "Plenty of water down the creek-one mile. Geo. Cooper." 
We followed the creek down and found the water, and as it was just getting dusk, and both our 
horses and ourselves wert, very tired, we camped for the night, and made a very good supper on the 
turkey shot during the afternoon. 
September 3rd.-After journeying about 20 miles along the line this morning, we came to a fine 
pool of water. Here we stopped for a couple of hours and shot four ducks. In the afternoon another 
fine pool was passed, but it was too early to camp, so we went on till, a little after dark, we reached a fine 
running brook, a branch of the Roper river. This Roper river runs very strong, and I am given to 
understand is the same all the year round. This is the first permanent water we have ·seen since we 
came upon the line. I trust we may reach a station to-morrow, as our ammunition has nearly run out, 
and our horses are very tired and cannot possibly go on like this much farther, the fast travelling having 
told seriously upon them in their weakened state. 
September 4th.-One of our horses could not be found this morning, although we hunted about 
for nearly two hours. Luckily we came across a stray horse which we easily secured, and, as we should 
be obliged to return by the same route, we took no further trouble in regard to our own. Following up 
the Roper creek for about six miles, we found another stray horse, which we likewise caught and rode, 
driving our own before us. We continued on the creek for another six miles farther, and then, as it had 
become very warm, halted under a shady tree beside a pool of water, intending to dine off the kangaroo 
which we had shot two days before. After unsaddling I told Hicks to make a fire, but, to my dismay, 
found that the few matches we had left were all spoilt. · Our ammunition consisted only of three 
cartridges, but I determined at all risk to use them. All our endeavors however to strike a light were 
unsuccessful. Our breakfast in the morning had been meagre i~ the extreme ; we were both excessively 
hungry, and here was a pretty fix! Nothing to eat except some raw kangaroo and no ammunition for 
our guns! We tried to eat the kangaroo as it was, but this we found quite impossible; so, as it was 
manifestly useless to remain any longer, we saddled up and continued our journey along the line. After 
travelling a few miles, our old horse knocked up, so we left him beside a small pool of water, and five miles 
beyond, to our delight, we saw a large mob of horses, and close in front of us the gleaming white tents of 
a party of Europeans. 
At first we thought it might be a telegraph station, but in this we were mistaken. It proved to 
be a repairing party under Mr. Woods, who soon made us welcome, and treated us with every kindness 
We had food and a change of raiment, and felt as if we had never been on a journey at all. I found 
from Mr. Woods that the Katherine Station was still 50 miles distant, but he kindly offered to lend me 
four horses, and rations enough to return and bring up the party. We intend to remain here to-morrow • 
and start back again next day . 
~ 
• 
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There was very little news to tell us, as no mail had been received for ten weeks. In some old 
papers, however, I saw a few items of intelligence from Western Australia, notably an account of the 
commencement of the Fremantle and Guildford Railway. My arrival, it appears, had been looked for, 
for some time back. 
September 5th.-I wrote telegrams to-day to the Surveyor General, Perth, to the Governor of 
South Australia, Baron von Mueller, and private friends, which Mr. Woods promises to forward to-morrow 
to the station. We then packed up our rations for the road, so that we might get away early in the 
morning. 
September 6th.-At nine this morning, having said good-bye to our kind friends, we started on 
our return journey down the line, with four good horses and a plentiful supply of rations. Near sun-
down we reached our Camp of the 3rd, and here we made a search for the horse we had left behind. 
We had not far to seek-we found him lying drowned in the creek. He had apparently been down in 
the night to get another drink, and in making his way through the palms, had fallen into the deep 
water of the pool. He was a noble horse, one of the be.st M our mob, and belonged to my friend Mr. 
McKenzie, of the Mill Stream station. His labours are over now, poor fellow, and I can only regret that 
such a fine animal, which has done us such good service throughout our long journey from the DeGrey, 
should have met with· such a miserable end. He was a great favorite with us all, and could always be 
depended upon. 
September 7th.-Last night after supper, as Hicks and I were having a quiet smoke and chat, the 
night being very dark and our fire nearly out, we heard something moving and coming towards us; the 
noise kept increasing, until suddenly a shrill whistle sounded close beside us! We were on our feet in a 
moment, and saw an enormous snake approaching, ten feet long, and very thick. As soon as it noticed us, 
it moved towards us, and, our guns being handy, Hicks took one up and shot the great brute in the back. 
We then gave him a good roasting on the fire, so as to make sure that he could not trouble us again. It 
gave us both a considerable turn, and it was some time after this adventure before we could get to sleep. 
At early dawn we got up and continued our journey, resting at noon for a couple of hours, and 
just after sundown reached our Camp of the 2nd, where we stopped for the night, having travelled about 
30 miles. 
September 8th.-Followed the line down to-day until noon. From here I intend to leave it, and 
make straight for the party. We are about 40 miles N.W. from where we struck the line on the 31st 
August, and consequently some miles nearer to our destination. Just after we had camped, seven 
waggons from the Daly Waters Station, belonging to Messrs. Cooper and Gunter, put in an appearance. 
The latter is a contractor for carting supplies from Southport to the inland stations. They were both 
very kind to us, and from them I bought some rations which I buried here, in case we should run short 
on our return. They also told me that our party had been anxiously looked for at Port Darwin for some 
time back. They had seen the account of our arrival at Beagle Bay in the papers. 
September 9th.-At three this morning we bade our friends good-bye, and made tracks for the 
Depot Camp, steering W.S.W. At daylight we came to a large clay swamp; but although it was so 
boggy that the horses could not cross it, we were unable to find any water. I felt certain, however, that 
water was not far distant, as we saw fresh tracks of emu, and flocks of cockatoo were flying about; so 
as it was still early and our horses were not very thirsty, I decided that after breakfast we would push 
on. We continued steering W.S.W. all day, through a level, grassy, waterless country, lightly timbered 
with gums and stringy bark, and by sundown had travelled about forty miles. We felt very tired, as _we 
had not slept a.t all the night before. To-morrow I trust we shall reach the Camp, and find our party 
there. I am beginning to be very anxious, as it is now twelve days since we left them, and several of 
them were far from well. 
September lOth.-At two o'clock this morning we saddled up; our horses being very thirsty, had 
not wandered far. Our course was the same, and still over level country fairly grassed. After riding 
about fifteen miles we reached a clay flat which we had crossed on the 29th, at a spot about three miles 
South of where we struck it to-day. Following it up a short distance, we found a nice pool, and as our 
horses were very tired we camped. The poor brutes drank a fearful lot, although they had not been 
more than 35 hours without water, and had only travelled some 56 miles. The Depot Camp must be 
about twenty-five miles from here. The country has been recently burnt by the natives and feed is 
scarce. 
~---- - -
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September llth.-Starting at five o'clock this morning we steered West for fourteen miles, when 
we struck our outward tracks, which we .then followed for six miles farther before halting for our mid· 
day meal. Saddling up again, we went on for a couple of miles, and to our astonishment suddenly came 
upon the whole of our party travelling towards us! The moment they caught sight of us they began 
wildly cheering, firing off their revolvers, and making the forest resound with their joyous and delighted 
welcome. I was of course anxious to know what had induced them to leave, as my instructions were 
that they should first search for water before making a move with the whole party. Explanations soon 
followed, Mr. Hill reporting that he had waited until the 10th, according to my instructions, and had 
then decided to make an attempt at following up our tracks to the telegraph line, leaving a note to that 
effect at the Camp. I could not but feel how fortunate it was that we had met them, for, with their 
limited resources it would have been almost impossible for any of them to have reached their destination, 
more especially considering that four of the party were in anything but robust health. 
As we were all safe together again, I did notc~re to say much in the way of reproof for what was 
certainly a great want of judgment; but I could not help thinking of the fate of poor Burke and Wills 
who perished through an ill-advised move;Jllent of the same kind. The monument in Collins Street, 
Melbourne, to the two gallant explorers, would never have been erected had their party remained where 
they were only one day longer! 
As it was twenty miles to the water behind us, and only five to the Depat: we all went there, · and 
reached the old Camp about four o'clock. I felt heartily glad to see my old companions again, and our 
meeting had put them also into excellent spirits. They had been in some anxiety, and unable to account 
for our long delay, as it naturally would not occur to them that we should have 400 miles to travel 
during the 14 days of our absence. They had seen no natives during the whole of this time; plenty of 
fish had been caught, and turkeys, cockatoos, and pigeons in abundance, replenished their larder. 
Hicks and I both felt very tired after our long journey. Of Hicks' conduct during this trying 
forced march, I cannot speak too highly. To-morrow we all start for the Katherine Station. Marked a 
tree F 197, 11th Sept., 79. Latitude of Camp, 15° 50' 30". 
September 1'2th.-We all started away from the Dep8t Camp to-day, and reached the clay flat 
pool, where we stopped on the 10th. 
September 13th.-Setting off early this morning, we steered East-north-east through fine grassy 
country, and travelled thirty-two miles before sundown. No water to be seen. We hobbled the horses 
very short to prevent them from straying, gave a little of the water we carried with us to the weaker ones, 
and arranged that a regular watch should be kept over them during the mght. We all felt very tired, 
as we were obliged to do a good deal of walking by turns. 
September 14th, Sunday.-Starting by sunrise, we went E .N.E. for eight miles, and found some 
water in a boggy swamp; gave our horses a drink, and continued our journey some 15 miles farther, 
when we came to the Overland Telegraph Line; and, the party having given me three cheers in recogni-
tion of my safe guidance, we followed up the line till we came to our Camp of the 8th. Here we found the 
rations which we had buried and left, and a bottle of brandy, which all greatly enjoyed after having been 
total abstainers for more than six months. 
September 15th.-The horses were tired, so we did not start until noon. At sundown reached 
"No. 2 Tank," some water out of which we were obliged to use, as there was no natural store. 
September 16th.-Travelled 18 miles to-day to "No. 1 Tank," where I found a note from Mr. 
Gunter, telling me how far he had proceeded on his journey since he left this on the 8th. 
September 17th.-Fourteen miles from last night's Camp we came to the Roper River, and follow-
ing it up for four miles, camped beside a pool known as" Abraham's Billa Bong." The sky just before 
dusk became clouded with myriads of large bats. Their camp seemed to be here, for they annoyed us 
all night by the noise they continuously kept up. These bats are said to be good eating, but now that we 
have plenty of rations we don't care for bush food, of which we have been compelled to eat enough lately 
to last us for some time. 
September 18th.-Starting soon after midnight this morning, by sunrise we reached Mr. Woods' 
camp, but found that since our former visit he had moved higher up. He had, however, very kindly 
buried some rations for us. Here we rested till noon, then again saddled up, and, 16 miles farther on, 
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reached the King River, a fine running stream and a tributary of the Daly. The country we passed 
through was fairly grassed, and lightly timbered. 
September 19th.-This morning we came, a few hours after starting, upon Mr. Woods' party, and 
Messrs. Gunter and Cooper's teams, all camped together. We stayed with them for about an hour, and 
then continued our journey, Mr. Woods accompanying us. Fourteen miles brought us to another 
running stream, but the Katherine- Station not being far distant, we went on, and reached it about 
4 o'clock. 
Here Mr. and Mrs. Murray, who were in charge; received us with the greatest kindness, and 
extended their hospitality to the whole of my ~arty. It was a pleasure to receive telegrams, congratulat-
ing me on my success, from the Governors of South and of Western Australia, from Baron von Mueller, 
from the editors of the Regwter, Advertiser, and Western Australian Times, as well as from a large number 
of private friends. Mr. Todd also, Postmaster General of South Australia, kindly gave me the free use 
of the line to communicate with my Government. 
We all weighed this evening, and find that none of u~ have lost more than a few pounds. I weigh 
just 20lbs. less than when I started in February last. 
September 20th.-Rested at the Katherine to-day, writing telegrams. A message came from 
Mr. Todd; offering to furnish me with horses and provisions to take me on to Port Darwin. Telegraphed 
back thanking him, and accepting his offer. 
September 21st, Sunday.-Mr. Woods, from Dr. Brown's station, came over to-day to see us, 
and asked us to stay a few days with him. 
September 22nd.-My birthday. It is very pleasant to find myself in such comfortable quarters. 
Our own horses being very weak, and Mr. Todd having promised fresh ones for prosecuting our journey, 
I sold the former to-day, together with the pack saddles, for which we had no further use. 
September 23rd.-This morning Mr. Murray drove me down to Dr. Brown's station on the 
Katherine river, to visit the managers, Mr. Woods and Mr. Giles, who treated me with great kindness and 
hospitality. I hear that this is the only sheep station.in the Northern Territory. It has not prospered 
very well as yet, the season having been a very dry one. Still the managers hope it will eventually 
succeed. Horses and cattle thrive wonderfully, and to them no doubt the climate is better suited than 
to sheep. We returned to the station in the evening. 
September 24th.-Rested at the Katherine Station. 
Septem~er 25th.-At two o'clock this afternoon I started the party off, en route for Southport, 
with instructions to camp ten miles on. 
September 26th.-Bidding good-bye to our kind friends, we left the Katherine Station this 
morning, and followed the line up for twenty-eight miles, when we reached the Edith river, upon which 
we found the party camped. The country was fairly grassed, but in some places rather rough. Mr. 
Cooper's team came up in the afternoon and camped beside us. 
September 27th.-I sent Hicks back to the Katherine this morning, to fetch some important 
papers which I had left behind. The rest of us went on, and travelled twenty-four miles farther to the 
Callan river. The heat during the day was very intense, but there were some showers in the afternoon, 
and to-night it is cloudy and threatening. We passed 4,000 sheep belonging to Dr. Brown, and travelling 
North, also several of Mr. Gunter's waggons. 
September 28th, Sunday.-A twelve-mile stage this morning brought us to Pine Creek, a town-
site consisting of a police station, telegraph station, hotel, and a few other small buildings. There 
are a large number of Chinamen here engaged in alluvial and quartz gold mining, and I am told that 
last year this industry was prosecuted with very great success. Mr. McClure, the telegraph manager, 
was kind enough to make me his guest whilst here. 
September 29th.- I started the party on ahead to-day, while I remained behind for a short time, 
to visit the Union Gold Mines. Mr. Adam John kindly showed me the quartz crushing machine at 
work, gave me some specimens, and took me all through the reefs. I left in the afternoon and followed 
-a horse path across to the granite crossing, where I found the party had arrived safely early in the 
afternoon. 
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September 30th.-Continued our journey up the line, but, six miles from the granite crossing, we 
found a patch of feed so good that we were tempted to stop there for the remainder of the day, and here 
Hicks, who had been sent back to the Katherine, caught us up. 
October lst.-Travelling twelve miles this morning we came to Yam Creek, another small 
township much like the last, with gold mines close around, and here we had the pleasure of meeting Mr. 
Knight, the Gold Warden, Mr. Inspector Foulcher, of the Police, and Mr. Lucas, of the Telegraph 
Departments. We also received a number of letters from Western Australia, the first that had reached 
us since January last. In the afternoon we went on for about ten miles farther, and camped at some 
Billa Bongs, with very good grass country around us. 
October 2nd.-On again to-day for seventee;n miles to some clay holes, beside which we camped. 
We keep meeting numbers of Chinamen on their way to the gold mines. They carry heavy weights, 
often as much as lOOlbs., and travel at the rate of twenty miles a day. It is really wonderful how they 
manage to do it in this heat. 
October 3rd.-Twenty miles, through 'the best country we had seen since reaching the line, brought 
us to the Adelaide River, which runs with a full stream, I am told, all the year round. 
October 4th.-At Rum Jargle Spring to-day we found a fairly good roadside inn, and by far the 
best stopping place on the road. The host a,nd hostess, who were very kind, have a splendid garden, 
and we greatly enjoyed the vegetables, after being so long deprived of any luxuries of the kind. 
October 5th.-We reached Tumbling Waters to-day, only four miles from our journey's end. 
There is very poor feed for the horses, and the country is wretched. To-morrow we hope to arrive at 
Southport. 
October 6th.-W e reached the township of Southport early to-day, and delivered over the 
Government horses and equipment which we had borrowed, to Mr. Machell, of the Telegraph 
Department. From here we go by steamer to Pahnerston. Mr. and Mrs. Machell kindly gave me 
hospitality, and my party were lodged at Ryan's hotel. Thi'S Southport is the chief . outlet for the 
gold fields. All the goods used on these fields and at the telegraph stations, are brought hero by small 
steamers from Palmerston, and vessels of 200 tons burden can unload at the jetty. The situation is very 
good, and Southport must, in course of time, become a place of some importance, but as yet it is 
only in its infancy. The chief buildings are a telegraph station-a very handsome structure-and a few 
good stores. The hotels are small, and have very poor accommodation. The Chinamen-of whom there 
are about 4,000 in the Northern Territory, while there are only 300 Europeans-have one part of the 
town all to themselves, and very good stores of their own. They are no doubt a very industrious race. 
They make splendid cooks, and are the only possible labor for a tropical country like this. For our new 
North country they would be very suitable. 
October i'th.-We left Southport for Palmerston this morning, at nine o'clock, in one of the river 
.. 
steamers. The stream was only three chains wide at the jetty, and the banks were covered with 
mangroves. As you keep rounding the different points, the river widens and becomes very interesting ; 
the banks are low, but the trees look beautifully green and ~row right down to the water's edge. 
After steaming for about twenty-four miles we suddenly rounded a small promontory, and had 
before us a magnificent view of Pahnerston, lying about four miles away. A large steamer, the 
Tamboora, was in the offing, having arrived the day before from Adelaide. Mr. Skelton, chairman of 
the district council, and a number of other gentlemen met us at the jetty with an address of welcome, for 
which I briefly returned thanks. We then went straight off to Parker's hotel, where accommodation for 
the party was · secured, whilst I gladly accep'ted an offer from the officers of the British and Australian 
Telegraph Company to take up my quarters with them. 
Palmerston, the capital of the Northern Territory, is built on a high flat point, and commands a 
fine view of the Bay. The anchorage is particularly good, and almost land-locked. The town contains 
130 Europeans and a large :fluctuating Chinese population. The buildings are good, some of them even 
grand, noticeably Government House, and the offices of the Police, Lands, Sheriff's, Gaol, and Telegraph 
Departments. There are also some ·good stores and private dwellings. The hotels are certainly worse 
than might have been expected; they have no pretension whatever to comfort. They furnish you, 
however, with good meals. The land near the town is poor, and thickly wooded with stringy bark, but 
the Government are expending considerable sums upon experimental gardens, which it is to be hoped 
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may succeed. The only fruits grown as yet are pineapples, bananas, melons, and some few other tropical 
products. The rainfall last year I am told was 90 inches, and it is never less than 70. I sent off a 
telegram to-day reporting to the Honorable the Surveyor General my safe arrival at my journey's end. 
October 8th.-Mr. McMinn, of the Lands Department, kindly gave me permission to work up my 
plans in his office. 
October 8th-14th.-Rested in Palmerston, employed most of the time in preparing charts. of my 
track. On the 12th I paid a visit to Mr. and Mrs. Machell at Southport, and returned neX't day to be 
present at a luncheon given to myself and party in Barkly's rooms by the inhabitants of the town. 
October 15th.-Left Palmerston in the steamer Atjeh for Sydney. 
I have now come to the end of my diary, and can only trust that the long journey it narrates may 
result in real benefit to the Colony. It will, I believe, be found that an extent of country equal to about 
25 millions of acres has been opened up for pastoral and agricultural settlement. Most of this large 
area is within the boundaries of Western Australia, and has been hitherto unknown. Round about 
Beagle Bay (at which place the real exploration commenced), and on from thence to the Fitzroy, the 
country is well adapted for settlement, and at the Bay itself a good site for a township might no doubt 
be easily found. So far as anchorage and harbor are concerned, there is nothing left to be desired. 
The country on each side of the Fitzroy, from its mouth to Latitude 17° 42'', and Longitude 126°, 
running from ten to thirty miles back frpm the river, is well grassed and suitable for sheep, cattle, and 
horses. It is, however, very liable to floods, the whole of these magnificent plains being frequently 
under water during the rainy season, which lasts from December to March, and stock would necessarily 
require removal at that time to the higher ground some five miles back from the river's banks. 
Assuming that the entrance to the river presents no obstacles, the Fitzroy would, I believe, be found 
navigable for small steamers for at least 100 miles upwards from the sea. Between the Fitzroy and the 
coast at Secure Bay, lying at the foot of the Great Barrier Range, is a stretch' of country very rough and 
hilly, softening down into a less rugged and far superior description the farther you recede from the 
range; but even this hilly rough ground is available for pasturage, the grass running right over the 
summits, as well as clothing the valleys. Secure Bay appears to be agood place for a settlement. There 
is a plentiful supply of fresh water from running springs, and the land all around seems well adapted 
to the cultivation of tropical products. The port, to all appearance, is first-class, almost land-locked, 
and bearing a rather strong resemblance to King George's Sound. The rise and fall of the tide is thirty 
feet. 
From the Fitzroy to the boundary of the Colony, the large extent of splendidly grassed open 
country through which we passed was well watered by numerous ,.rivers and running streams, and is 
most probably a continuation of Gregory's Denison Plains. This large area has the advantage of not 
being subject to those periodical inundations which are a serious draiback to the valley lands bordering 
most of the rivers in tropical Northern Australia. The natives were friendly all through our. journey, 
and are, I imagine, unlikely to prove a source of any annoyance to future settlers. Many of them wear 
pearl ornaments, which leads me to infer that pearl shell banks will in all probability be found between 
Beagle and Collier Bays, and if so, the pioneer pearlers on that part of the coast will have no difficulty 
in procuring labor, the natives being there in large numbers. 
The ill-health of several.members of the expedition was a source of great anxiety and trouble. 
James Carey suffered from fever and ague for several months, and my brother's severe sunstroke disabled 
him for some time. The two natives, also, for the last 300 miles of our journey, were quite helpless, 
and Tommy Pierre only lived long enough to reach King George's Sound, and to be buried in his own 
country. Messrs. Hill, Campbell, Hicks, and myself enjoyed excellent health, only disturbed by 
occasional attacks of sore eyes. 
Before concluding, I wish to express my thanks to the members of my party for the support they 
gave me. One and all, on every occasion, often under difficulties, and during the latter portion of our 
route often while suffering severe privations, they did their b~st to carry out my instructions, and to 
assist in bringing the expedition to a successful issue. 
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To others, also, thanks are due from me; to the Messrs. Grant and Anderson of the DeGrey-, 
and the other settlers at the North-West, who so kindly helped me with horses, provisions, and equip-
ment ; and to Mr. Todd, of South Australia, for similar assistance when in much need of it, as we 
neared our journey's end. 
To His Excellency the Governor, Sir Harry St. George Ord, under whose Administration 
this expedition was carried out, I owe a debt of gratitude, as also to the Honorable the Colonial 
Secretary, for the kindly interest which he evinced. And, :finally, to my own Chief, the Honorable 
Malcolm Fraser, Surveyor General, I tender my thanks, for the energetic part which he took in promoting 
the enterprise, and for his influential advocacy in the Legislative Council, by means of which I was 
,enabled to undertake a work which I trust may not prove wholly without influence on the future 
prosperity of Western Australia. 
ALEX. FORREST, 
Commander North-West Expedition. 
GEOLOGICAL REPORT 
BY 
MR. FENTON W. HILL. 
No. 1.-FROM DEGREY RIVER TO BEAGLE BAY. 
Sm, Beagle Bay, 19th April, 1879. 
In making my first report on the geological character of the country travelled over, I regret to 
state that it will contain little of interest in that respect, as you are aware. 
Since leaving the DeGrey, on February 25th, our course has been through good grassy country, 
more suitable to pastoral pursuits, in every respect, than the miner, the soil being of a sandy loamy 
nature, in many places containing sea shells, showing that at some period, not very remote, it was subject 
to submersion by the sea. In latitude 20° 12' there are a few low ironstone hillocks, which continue for a 
short distance, more or less, till between latitudes 20° l' and 19° 53', where an outcrop of limestone ridge 
occurs, containing fossil shell, and extending to the coast, which may at some future date prove of a 
commercial value. The country then opens out into plains covered with good grass and herb, and then 
belts of timber till latitude 19° 421 to 19° 40', when limestone again appears, and in places has a very 
hollow sound, leading to the supposition that it is subterraneous, and in places the water disappears 
through round holes broken through the upper crustation of limestone. Nothing of note occurred till 
Camp marked 1~, where a ridge of ironstone crops up, and where a pile of stones was erected. Grassy 
country continued from here to Camp (not marked, no trees available) i2, where from here to Camp~ 
large washaway occurs along the coast, with red and white laminated sandstone, form the coast line, with 
here and there out-crops of ironstone ; and the country back inland, including Church and Barm hills, con-
sists principally of ironstone formation with deep gorges (this is in the Roebuck Bay country). From this 
to Camp :?; is of small moment, being principally boggy swampy plains, with good grass and few palm trees. 
Here· and there at this place a well defined creek exists, with surrounding high broken rocky ranges of a 
very brittle flint stone character; at Camp latitude 17° 22' 30'' a good running stream existing, with con-
glomerate slate and ironstone, shelvey banks; and from there to Bea.gle Bay is of a grassy character. 
- -------------- --
-- -
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Although the distance travelled shows not the slightest indication of being of a gold-bearing character 
or likely to be productive of any other minerals, I trust that the country we have yet to travel will prove 
of more interest and importance with respect of minerals. 
I have, &c., 
FENTON W. HILL, 
To A. Forrest, Esq., Leader North-West Expedition; 
Mining and Geological Surveyor. 
No. 2.-FROM BEAGLE BAY TO KATHERINE STATION. 
Srn,-1 have the honor to submit the following report on the geological character of the 
country traversed by the N.W. Exploring Expedition. Starting from Beagle Bay on the 22nd April, 
1879, and proceeding towards the Fitzroy, the formation is recent and tertiary, consisting chiefly of 
alluvial and estuary deposits of clay, loam, gravel, and mud, with slight undulations. Camp F 63, 
Latitude 16° 56' 40'', near the coast, consists of sand patches with ridges of t~rtiary formation, and 
recently formed flats covered with mangrove bush. Thence S.E., over undulating country with numerous 
salt marshes, bounded by sandstone and metamorphic sandstone ridges, extending to Camp F 69, 
Latitude 17° 31' 40''. Beyond is an open plain of alluvial and estuary deposits, dotted 
here and there with isolated hills of metamorphic sandstone, and reaching to Camp F 70, Latitude 17° 
35' 40", situated on the bank of a fine stream called the Fraser River. From this river to Camp 
F 71, undulating sand and ironstone country extends. Thence open plains of alluvial and estuary 
deposits of clay (which are subject to inundation) stretched to the Fitzroy rive.r, Camp F 73, 
Latitude 17° 41' 50". Like formation continues North-west (down stream) a distance of six miles,' also 
up stream South-east, to Camp F 74, Latitude 17° 52' 6''. From this Camp to Camp F 75, Latitude 17° 
58' 15 '', hills of sandstone formation, capped with ironstone, appear, continuing to the river's bank, which 
showed limestone and sandstone grit, conglomerate, on both sides. On the North side very bold ranges 
of sandstone and ironstone extend, apparently, for a long distance in a South-easterly direction, and at 
the Western extremity of this range there is a prominent peak, which has been named Mount 
Anderson. From Camp F 75, Latitude 17° 58' 15'', to Camp F 82, which is situated on the 
bank of the river opposite a small mount, the formation consists of sandstone ridges, with good 
open well-watered plains. The mount was distant about three miles, and its formation was of close 
grained hard sandstone, the country between it and the river consisting of laminated sandstone con-
glomerate, gradually rising backwards from the river. On one side of the mount a cave exists, and in 
this I found green stone, with traces of copper. 
Proceeding up the river we travelled over sandstone ridges, with good grassy, open, and well-
watered plains, to Camp F 84, the banks of the river being steep and well timbered, and 
composed of loamy sand. Leaving the river here, and steering South, I found the country 
-which is flat and consists chiefly of alluvial and estuary deposits-to be very boggy, for a 
distance of eight miles, where we camped, near a large swamp, which appeared to be the head of a 
creek, and not far from some small round sandstone and trap hills. Camp F 85, Latitude 18° 31'. From 
thence we passed over undulating country, changing from sandstone to sandstone and ironstone con-
glomerate, .and trap rock. ArriviRg at the foot of large ranges, which have been named the St. George 
Ranges, and their highest peak, Mount Tuck:field, I found them to consist chiefly of laminated sandstone 
with ironstone. Proceeding thence for a distance of fourteen miles to Camp F 87, Latitude 18° 32' 33'', · 
we cirossed many creeks all of the same character. Turning afterwards North-east, for 13 miles, we 
passed over undulating country, composed chiefly of alluvial and estuary deposits on the flats, with 
sand ridges alternating, to Camp F 89, on the margin of a large swamp, with no sign 
of stone of any kind. From this Camp, North-easterly, is flat country, till approaching Camp 
F 91, Latitude 18° 16' 40'', when the formation changes, and a few rises are met with, of trap and sand-
stone formation. One of these hills was named Mount Campbell, and upon it a pile of stones was erected. 
From this hill, looking Northward, a very large range was visible, and the course of the Fitzroy River 
could be traced for a considerable distance. The country between Mount Campbell and the river consists 
of open plains of sandstone gravel, with sedimentary · deposits. The stone found upon the river 
banks is chiefly conglomerate and breccia, quartz, schist, jasper, gneiss, and granite. Following the 
river, till we came to where it branches, we crossed at the junction close to Camp F 93. Here the 
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main stream enters the sandstone ranges, its banks, rising abruptly from the water's edge, being perpen-
dicular, and of considerable height. The sandstone was laminated; I could not detect any traces of 
auriferous formation, either quartz or alluvial, although I was convinced that quartz did exist and .not 
far from the river. This sandstone was very compact in the grain, and the cleavage short but clean. 
Leaving Camp F 93, we followed the smaller branch over similar country for a short distanee. 
Working in afterwards round the ranges and again reaching the main stream, following it up for a 
distance of five miles, the formation changes to granite, with numerous quartz reefs of large size. On 
inspection I found them to exist in large blows of clear milky quartz embedded in the granite, and very 
hungry in appearance, without any sign of either sandstone or slate back or ·casings: nor could any 
traces of mica or metals of any kind be found. The reefs are laminated, the lamina being from about 
one foot to 18 inches, giving the outcrops the appearance of a rubble wall. The strike varies from 20 
degrees to 25 degrees West of North, with a light dip South, and varies from four feet to twelve feet in 
thickness. Crossing the Fitzroy, and steering in a N. Westerly direction towards the coast, numerous 
streams were crossed running towards the South-east, cutting their way through ranges of 
rugged granite into open valleys, bounded by sandstone and metamorphic sandstone ridges, and 
through deep ravines in a very broken country, formed of trap granite and schistose rocks, with 
occasional ranges of sandstone conglomerate, till we reached Camp F 103, Latitude 17° 12' 52 '', on 
the bank of a large creek. Opposite to this Camp a well defined quartz reef exists, with slate casing, 
situated on the top of a hill about 600 feet above the sea. The stone is in character similar to that 
on the Fitzroy. To the East of our course is the great dividing range, some 2,00.0 feet high, comp,osed 
of bold horizontally bedded sandstone upon a granite base, deep ravines being cut through the sa,nd-
stone to the bed rock. No traces of auriferous drift could be found in any of the washaways. We 
continued our course over very rugged country, formed of trap, granite, 1;1chistose rocks, and sandstone 
conglomerate, extending Eastward. Near the sea are large tracts of estuary deposits and alluvial flats, 
fringed, except where the shore is bold, by mangroves. From this place the Stephen Ranges were visible, 
and it is much to ,be regretted that we were prevented from reaching them, as, from the geological 
character of the surrounding country-which was of the azoic rocks indicative of metalliferous mineral 
country,-! am of opinion that auriferous deposits would have been found in that direction. From 
Camp F 119, we commenced our return to the Fitzroy, travelling over like formation to that on 
our outward track, till nearing the river, and about twenty miles West of our previous course, we 
found considerable quantities of ironstone formation, also traces of copper. In some of the creeks also 
there are outcrops of clay slate and schistose rocks. Crossing · the Fitzroy at Camp F 135, on July 
11, we steered S.S.E., over country with laminated sandstone formation. From thence to Camp 
F 162, on the boundary of the Colony, we passed through ranges of rugged granite into open valleys 
and plains, bounded by sandstone and metamorphic sandstone ridges ; through deep ravines also, 
in a very broken country, formed of trap, granite, and schistose rocks, with occasional ranges of sand-
stone conglomerate. From thence to Depot Camp, F 197, the country became more flat and consisted of 
undulating rises with sandstone outcrops. Small round hills of trap and schistose formation are numerous, 
also decomposed quartzite rocks. From Depot Camp, F 197, to the telegraph line the formation is 
alluvial, composed of hard clay, and gravel sand, and pebbles, but quite waterless. 
In submitting my report of the geological features of the country traversed over by the N.W.E. 
party, no one can regret more than myself my inability to announce the discovery of any large tracts of 
auriferous lands. I feel convinced, however, that auriferous areas do exist in the Western Australian 
territory; and that such will be found, sooner or later, towards the head of the Fitzroy, as settlement 
advances, is, in my opinion, beyond a doubt. Valuable gold veins sometimes exist in granite, gneiss, and 
syenite; but these types do not so often form the enclosing rock as the metamorphosed shales and slates. 
It is amongst these, however, that the quartz reefs are most numerous, and they appear to have been 
invaded by eruptive masses, are broken up and raised on edge, and have assumed a crystalline t exture. 
There is good reason to hope that both gold and other minerals, such as tin and copper, exist. From the 
ranges which stopped our further progress towards the Glenelg the formation of the country had all the 
appearance of being auriferous. 
I am, &c., 
FENTON w. HILL, 
Alex. Forrest, Esq., F.R.G.S., 
Leader N.W. Exploring Expedition. 
Mining and Land Surveyor. 
By Authority: RrcnA1tD PETJUrn, Governmellt Printer, Perth. 
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